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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Substantial progress has been made towards a geomorphological classification of semi-natural
rivers from the “dimension’?.- variables. The classification is useful in its own. right as a
statistically-justified delineation of-rivers on the basis of substrate type and it has the potential
further to classify channels as sub-groups of substrate types on the basis of geomorphological
features. A classification based on substrate type makes it relatively easy to conceptualise for
the casual user. It also demonstrates that the -TWINSPAN technique ..has applications for
deriving ,classes from this type of mixed .data - subject always to constraints imposed by the.
quality and appropriateness of the datasets themselves.
The techniques used to relate- driving -variables to the- dependent variables demonstrate .that
specific. power is the single most important variable available to explain reach geomorphology
and substrate composition. The relationship.- between the dependent and driving variables
revealed by redundancy analysis suggest that changes in specific power (which could -be
effected by river engineering) have the potential to transform a reach to an adjacent class and ..
therefore, theoretically to alter its geomorphological features. However,. the ability to predict
dependent variables or class membership from driving variables is extremely limited and any
transformation of a river-from one class to another will be constrained by the dominant effect
of channel substrate size on class.
It has been shown that it is possible to conduct a provisional channel stability ,analysis using
RHS fielddata and a set of rules-based allocation queries. This procedure is limited and does
not possess the important spatial: associations generally required ,-for geomorphological
assessment. Nevertheless, at broad level, four stability groupings were identified that should
be tested for.statistical significance following the inclusion of the 1995 RHS database. A test
for the predictive ability of stream power. showed that although each group was statistically
significant, there was not the expected association between unstable sites and high stream..
powers. This is considered to be an artifact of the,data distribution and the errors inherent in
the estimation of stream power. Despite these limitations, it is clear that the majority ofrivers
sampled are of relatively high energy; and exhibit some degree of instability in their bed and or
banks. Those channels that have unstable characteristics and low stream powers are
dominated by-fine sediment substrates.
Overall, progress in the refinement of an operational river channel typology appears likely to be
best achieved by focusing on:
l

l

Enhanced data; particularly the prospect of using RI-IS 1995 ‘data collected on the
improved geomorphological specification.
Enhanced information handling, perhaps by exploiting,the advantages of replication by
maintaining the TWINSPAN analysis- of 1995 data (and possibly ycombined 199411995
data), but supplementing this with other visualisation.or analytical techniques. In addition, a
core, refinement would be a focus on the introduction of simple (probably rule-based)-:
indicators of channel stability.
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A management .focus for the project output is essential. This could take the form of
procedures through which to incorporate River Channel Typology into the standard
practices of the Agency. It would also be necessary to provide an input to any drafting of
guidelines on new approaches to river management, and to prepare for the design of a
sustained training programme to ensure wide and informed uptake of the techniques
devised.

KEYWORDS
Geomorphology;

River Classification;
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GLOSSARY & ACRONYMS
Channel classification

the division of the channels into types .based on selected criteria

Channel sensitivity

the propensity of the channel to change in response to imposed .’
actions

Channel typology

classification structure describing river channel attributes

Cluster analysis

an agglomerative technique which identifies groupings within
parameter sets

DCA-

Detrended Correspondence Analysis - an ordination technique

DECORANA

a Detrended Correspondence Analysis

Discriminant analysis

a divisive classification technique that divides on the basis of
parameter groupings

Fluvial Audit

A geomorphological survey technique developed for the Agency
which seeks to identify potentially destabilising phenomena and their
cause. This national framework provides local survey and.
interpretation of geomorphological status-and dynamics..

Geomorphological

drivers principal physical attributes of the river and catchment system which
control system behaviour and can therefore be used to discriminate or
allocate channel classes

IFE

Institute.of Freshwater Ecology

IOH .’

Institute- of Hydrology

RCS

River Corridor Survey - a mapping based inventory of river-channel
habitat features

RCT

River Channel Typology-

Redundancy analysis

a technique-for relating many independent variables to many
dependent variables

RHS

River Habitat Survey (see appendix 1 for parameter acronyms)

River inventory

database of river-information

Semi-natural, sites

river reaches with negligible engineering modifications or evidence of
channel management

SERCON

System for Evaluating of Rivers for Conservation.

‘.
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and photographs .:

Sinuosity

the degree of direction change within a channel planform, channel
length divided by down valley length

Stability index

index based on the summation of factors indicating channel stability
(see Appendix 2 for criteria)

Stream Power

measure of the ability of a river to do work, a function of discharge
and energy slope

TWINSPAN

Two Way Indicator Species Analysis - a principal component analysis
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 ~’ River Channel Typology

and-the Agency

Geomorphology is a fundamental component of the river system, and istherefore basic to the
operations of many sectors. of the Agency. Since river channels display: almost infinite variety,
it is desirable to develop a simple.typology which would provide both an introductory channel :
description for reporting purposes and a prediction of likely channel f&n-e behaviour, with or
without management- intervention, ,In order to be cost effective,. such a .typology has to be
designed as far as is possible around existing .datasets (and thus existing, scales of approach) notably the substantial and growing data archive produced- for the River Habitat Survey. TheRiver Channel: Typology R & D Project has thus been devised withmthe classic dilemma. of
applied science: the -need to maximise scientific rigour while at the same time ensuring
acceptable cost .and widespread ease of use (including-by non-specialists).
River Channel Typology (RCT) should be a routine and significant component -in Agency
decision-making. and operations,. and it will therefore need to play a distinctive .and -inherently
justified role alongside other classificatory approaches including :River Habitat Survey (RHS),
River -Corridor Survey (RCS) and large-scale conservation.--evaluation
(SERCON).:~ The
effective coexistence of such evaluative and operations guidance systems within the Agency.
represents a strength rather thana weakness, provided that each component is applied at the
appropriate stage and .in appropriate circumstances without creating overlapping survey
requirements. The river channel information needs of the Agency are many and..varied, and it
is inconceivable that they could or should be met by a single descriptive, .interpretative and
predictive protocol. But equally, it would. in practical terms- be unacceptable :to introduce
conflicting or overlapping classificatory systems withina single organisation, and the RCT has
thus been devised specifically to offer the benefits of geomorphology’s power&l.indicative
and
predictive capability without, overlapping or confusing the similarly important roles of other
established -systems. The basis for, and rationale of, this coexistence of distinct approaches is
discussed below.
River Channel Typology is in effect a device for- instilling basic geomorphological inference
into routine Agency investigations and operations, and as such its role and .context are both
determined by the nature :of geomorphology in relation to other sciences of the river
environment. Channel.geomorphology (which incorporates materials, forms and processes) is
a significant component ,of habitat; and .thus..at one level represents a standard input to
ecological conservation facilitating systems such as RHS and to ecosystem management for
fisheries enhancement. At the same time, however, it is important to note that-geomorphology
is a constituent part of the:,environment in its own right. On that. basis, RCT may have
independent significance as an indicator -for geomorphological conservation and landscape
enhancement quite. apart from its inter-relationship! with. ecology. The symbiosis of
geomorphology and ecology in such contexts .is already catered for in the geomorphological
inputs to RHS, and geomorphology could also potentially be added-to an extended SERCON
approach.-. Similarly,-RCS currently includes descriptive elements which could-be regarded as
geomorphological, but with its- rather different purposes it has relatively rarely been used for
geomorphological inference or -prediction. Manifestly, there-. are many contexts in which
geomor-phology and- ecology do relate so closely that they can appropriately be handled within
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a common survey, analytical and decision-support approach - but this is neither the whole
story, nor necessarily the most important part of the story.
It is clear, nevertheless, that in conservation (and associated habitat quality) terms, RHS carries
the core role of integrating geomorphology with ecology. As will become apparent later in this
report, both RHS and RCT recognise channel substrate to be a potent overall diagnostic of
geomorphological characteristics, with strong spatial and attribute inter-correlations which
reflect the underlying control of river power. In part, this convergence may owe something to
the fact that both classifications have been generated from the same data set, but the common
outcome from two separate analyses is an encouraging sign that the distinctively different
purposes of RHS and RCT can be served by a single approach to channel typology.
At first sight, this could be taken to imply that the RCT classes should be incorporated within
RHS, and for basic reporting or classificatory purposes there may be some merit in this
suggestion. However, a complete fusion of the two systems is neither a necessary nor a desired
conclusion. In the role that is envisaged (below) for the RCT, the RHS national database
serves a valuable purpose in providin g an initial basis for identifying the primary channel
characteristics which can best be used to designate channel classes and define the boundaries
between them. Operationally, however, it is expected that the use of RCT in circumstances
such as Catchment Management Planning or the predesign scoping.phase of a Flood Defence
Project will utilise data collected outside the RI-IS framework. It is important, therefore, that
the implementation of the RCT (as opposed to its initial designation) must be free to benefit
from being able to adjust to this broader information-gathering and inferential basis. Although
both RCT and RHS are likely to serve a broad range of purposes, there are some distinctions
inherent in their titles - the River Habitat Survey focuses specifically on habitat, environmental
quality and conservation, while the River Channel Typology is a generic device which has
equal relevance to almost all sectors of Agency activity.
There can be little doubt that in scientific principle, geomorphological purposes are best served
by data collected by surveyors with significant geomorphological understanding. As in every
other scientific discipline, trained practitioners are best able to interpret guidelines, achieve
consistency, perceive subtle variations and be able to supplement routine observation.
In
pratitice, however, resource limitation implies’that such a target may well often be difficult to
sustain, and it is expected that in the short term much data collection will continue to be by
non-specialists. Nevertheless, since the RI-IS data will remain the primary national reference
archive of channel descriptors, it is important to the Agency that the geomorphological
observations within the RHS surveys should continue to evolve so as to maximise their ability
to serve the dual function - and these data needs are addressed later in the report. Continued
geomorphological enhancement of data collection would be particularly significant if RCT
operationally was to be implemented (at least for conservation purposes) as a component of, or
supplement to, an evaluative process driven by RHS. However, the appropriateness of
regarding RHS and RCT as symbiotic is ultimately dependent on further consideration of the
purpose, nature and implementation of the two systems.
The clear parallels between RHS and RCT thus far identified are rooted in a common concern
with conservation, and thus with the overall evaluation and classification of environmental
quality: However, it has already been stressed that the purpose of RCT is in no way limited to
conservation. Given the hydraulic significance of geomorphology, the task of providing
indicators of channel behaviour which can underpin decisions and operations based on the
R&D Technical Report W87
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function of the channel in conducting water and sediment flow is of equal. or greater
importance.. Channel forms and materials interact with the processes of water -and sediment
flow in such a way that modification of either component has significant impacts on the-other.
By recognising this association, the Agency:has in recent years pioneered the. development of
river management and “soft”. ‘engineering principles which. enhance the. land.’ drainage
effectiveness of the channel while- maintaining or improving .its overall environment, to theultimate benefit of landscape and conservation .as well as flood defence. RCT should -be seen
primarily as a technique for. supporting such enlightened river maintenance; engineering or
restoration. Its close -links with RHS thus become welcome .bonuses rather than the main
design requirement, and in this context the two systems-stand alongside ,one another rather
than being fused. The need for. compatibility and the efficiency .gains of close co-operation;areundiminished, but the drive for complete integration is much reduced.
Inherent in this distinction of purpose is an important. contrast of nature between RHS and,
RCT. The conservation management purpose of-RI3
is predicated, on the -need to supply
indicators of conservation status which can underpin investment prioritisation and act as a basis
for performance monitoring.
The habitat- .quality : concepts involved permit channels with
enhancement capability to be- identified,:--and.- offer valuable guidance as to the -type of.
enhancement,that might be viable, The same indices highlight areas of particular quality which
should be protected from adverse impacts from management tactics -or development projects.
A similar range of functions can be specified for RCT, reinforcing :the comparability.l and
interaction between the. systems.,However, in the. case of RCT the .core function is actually
quite different. - it is to predict channel. dynamism.and thus serve as an indicator of potential
morphological and sedimentary instability.9 and vulnerability,., aspects which are specifically
addressed in the Report below. Geomorpholo,q is dominated by in-channel.and-down-channel
links which -transmit physical impacts, and which therefore must be regulated or protected as
partof the river .management process. Thus it is the task of RCT to characterise channels in
such a way that simple observable diagnostics may be.used to infer past process dynamism and
predict future process dynamism. In this aspect of its function, RCT will usually be. employed
quite separately from RHS.
Although it was not the remit of Phase I of the RCT Project to create an implementation
infrastructure, it is highly instructive to give flesh to the above discussion of-the relationships
between RCT, RHS and RCS by considering the possible RCT implementation contexts.
Without doubt, an important and routine function of the data (and perhaps derived map) .’
outputs of both RHS and .RCT will- be to provide an initial indication of ecological and
geomorphological status in response to queries at the sub-catchment scale. In this reactive
mode, much of the information communicated will be. of attributes ” (including overall
classifications) already assigned to rivers and stored in the archive, and in this respect there is
much: to be said for. instituting a single query structure incorporating RCTwithin RHS so that
all pertinent data are yielded by a single extraction. To be effe’ctive, the combined information
system will need to be actively managed, both to ensure that information is updated and to reap
the associated benefits of developing an ability..to monitor, change. In the fullness of time,
update may-be effected by a repeat national survey. In the meantime, there is much to be
gained from, ensuring that ad hoc observations undertaken in support of individual projects or
planning exercises should be..fed back to the RHS database. This presupposes that the RHS
survey procedure.(enhanced periodically as appropriate) should become the routine standard
for this scale of observation.-.
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In the case of RCT, particularly where channel dynamism is the main focus, an equally
important context for implementation is likely to be systematic queries driven by Agency
procedures such as Catchment. Management Planning and river restoration. In both these
contexts, the national data archive would offer an initial indication of likely status and
dynamism, as well as providing the best available estimate of national (or regional) statistical
norms for any particular attribute within a given channel class. RCT would be expected to
become a standard initial query mechanism for these purposes, but would not be geared in
itself to providing local (reach and sub-reach) indicators, for which purpose the existing
procedure of Fluvial Audit would be the preferred approach (Fluvial Audit is a national
procedure adopted by the Agency specifically for Flood Defence purposes, which provides a
detailed local-scale survey and interpretation of geomorphological status and dynamics: its role
is in some senses similar to that of River Corridor Survey providing sub-reach detail in the
context of a broader RHS query). Similarly, with major river engineering projects RCT would
provide review data to place the proposals in context, but Fluvial Audit would be necessary to
provide a design and impact evaluation input. The conceptual and practical links between
geomorphology and river engineering in the Agency have become well-established and
effective during the 1990s and this move is to be applauded. The various components of the
Agency’s emerging set of national procedures thus fit neatly together, and the selection of the
appropriate approach for a particular purpose could be assisted by a simple procedural
guideline until familiarity is acquired by the “intelligent client” co-ordinating or commissioning
the work.
While it may be possible (though not ideal) to envisage simple geomorphological data for
incorporation in RHS and RCT being gathered in the short term by non-geomorphologists, this
flexibility is clearly not available with Fluvial Audit. Since the role of reach and sub-reach data
is to provide a definitive indication of design inputs and impact predictors, observation cannot
be delegated to non-specialists without threatening the quality assurance of the output
recommendations or decisions. Through such a set of implementation contexts and
approaches, RCT should become accepted as a powerful geomorphological technique in its
own right, while at the same time fitting effectively into the broader conservation strategy of
the REIS procedure.

’

1.2

The development

of a River Channel Typology

The first focus of the project has been on a series of attributes of flow, sediment flux, channel
perimeter and context within the catchment which would ideally be used to typify meaningful
channel classes. A key scientific input was the designation of what are regarded as the primary
drivers of the fluvial system in a variety of domains (location; condition; energy; resistance;
pattern) and at a range of scales (catchment; sector; reach; section). For this, ideal set of
factors, thresholds or “partings” have been recognised wherever possible, so as to identify
states of the variables that are diagnostic of the condition of the river channel.
In addition, it has been recognised that channel dynamism is of crucial management
importance. It describes changes which the channel has undergone, those which it is currently
experiencing and those which it could exhibit in the future - again, with or without
management intervention.
In effect, this represents the degree of channel sensitivity: how
likely it is to undergo change and alter its class within the typology. This change may be
detrimental (e.g. environmental impact of works) or beneficial (e.g. river restoration or
enhancement). It is, therefore, possible to consider moving towards the notion of developing
R&D Technical Report W87
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management guidelines on a n&base which works from the typology. For such guidelines it
is considered essential to have dynamic indices as driver variables (e.g. stream ,power) which,
can be altered by. management actions.
However, although the typology is science-driven in principle, it is distinctly data reliant ,in
practice. The ideallist of input variables has had to be replaced by a partial,list of available
data, with -many-proxy variables where the.required .attribute or driver is unavailable. Some
supplementation of data was undertaken, but the potential for initial data cohection within. the
project timescale and. budget was limited. In essence, the typology is consequently heavily
constrained to a sample of channels and-channel attributesselected for the purpose of the River
Habitat Survey and: based upon its 1994 field survey protocols. The 1995.;,protocol are
significantly different in geomorphological terms,. but the 1994 data list is substantially less than
ideal therefore, it has been necessary to concentrate -on- devising a robust concept and
methodology, to be prototyped on 1994 -data,- with the assumption that the Agency may chose
to refine the operational typology on the basis of the RHS95. data or on a custom dataset
acquired specifically for geomorphological purposes.
Much of the first half of the project was devoted to assembling and standardising a coherent
dataset, and. to identifying that subset of the overall RHS94 archive that could be regarded as
semi-natural (467 sites were so .designated). The strong overrepresentation of sites in the
North and West of England and Wales.within this subsample is viewed as problematic given
the desired national scope of the typology.
The -relative paucity of process-related and
dynamic information is a further challenge derived from the form of the available data. Much
of the dataset was not even interval or ordinal, but categorical or present/absent. This poses.
serious problems for sophisticated statistical processing, and -renders the derivation of hybrid
variables so difficult that some become virtually meaningless.
The original concept of the data analysis had been to use clustering methods to group rivers
with similar driving variable characteristics, and then to use discriminant analysis to allocate
rivers to classes using.driving variables. Using discriminant,analysis one might be able to backpredict .class with a high success rate but,it would be difficult. to interpret the “driver-classes”
generated without being able to relate them to a pre-existing geomorphological classification of
river channels - a classification of the dependent/dimension variables. Therefore,. the. method
adopted was fully to develop a classification of the channel. morphological variables which,
would then be used for comparison against a classification produced-purely from.the Ydrivers”.
For. example, redundancy analysis could be used to test how much. of the variance in the
dependent variablesis accounted for by the driving variables; and discriminant analysis could
be used to test how.far the driving variables.predict. class membership derived from dependent
variables.
In the first instance a classification derived from TWINSPAN produced an initial dendrogram
of channel types, and the clustering was dominated largely by channel substrate type, with a
large degree of association being apparent between substrate classes, channel gradient, and the
presence of rapids and. cascades ‘which tended to order the groups- from right to left. .Groups l8 have progressively finer substrate, beginning with boulder and bedrock channels in Group 1
and ending with clay in group. 8.. In: fact, it is quite’ remarkable’ how the classification orders
sand (group. 6), silt (group 7) ,and clay. (group 8) in ,order of their respective grain. size.
Substrate. is important in terms of ,.biological habitat and so there may be some useful
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relationship between a physical classification of this type and biotic/environmental
value.

habitat

However, after generating the first classification it was decided that some of the variables were
unsuitable to contribute to the classification.
During several subsequent TWINSPAN
classifications a number of modifications were made, and a refined dendrogram is presented.
This is believed to be more robust because of the removal of confounding variables such as the
“artificial” substrate, bank&l1 dimensions and gradient, and the replacement of the categorical
measure of sinuosity. Distributions of the variables were examined to decide if transformations
were necessary to run in TWINSPAN. The riffle index and sinuosity were transformed into
classes, and it then became straightforward to manipulate the remaining variables with the
TWINSPAN cut-offs to produce greater resolution. A stability index was produced by
GeoData which was to be added to the dependent variables. This, it was hoped, would
contribute a measure of erodibility or resistance to stream power. However, it proved difficult
. to classify a large number of sites or to develop a scale of stability that could be interpreted
.easily. A scale was devised relating to the stability of bank and channel substrate. However,
the vast majority of sites fell into only-two categories because the information available in the
1994 RHS survey was not suitable-to derive a stability index.
The refined dendrogram was easier to interpret because, for example, riffle-pool frequency has
been controlled for width. It can be compared with the initial classification in a crosstabulation of class. This shows that the classifications are similar, as most reassignments of
class occur close to the ‘diagonal’, top left to bottom right, i.e. any reclassification is to
adjacent groups.
Substrate size/category is clearly a persistently dominant feature in the classifications. This is
useful because there is a de facto classification of rivers based on predominant channel
material. Rivers are often described by fluvial geomorphologists as, .for example, boulder,
cobble, gravel or sand-bedded, alluvial or clay channels as the first, most basic, level of
description. While there is great variety within these simplistic classes, this serves to locate the
river within a broad range of geomorphological types. The classification developed here
refines and adds scientific rigour to this common description by determining “partings”
between classes and by integrating important geomorphological variables with substrate types.
It is apparent that most of the classes have distinctive geomorphological characteristics, as.well
as substrate category, but detailed prediction of these characteristics may be elusive.
The summary of river channel class characteristics below includes descriptions of classes in
relation to driving variables, although these were not used to generate the classification.
l

l

l

Classes 1 & 2 are dominated by a combination of boulders, cobbles and bedrock. The main
distinguishing features between classes 1 and 2 are that the riffle index for class 1 channels
is relatively low, there are fewer side bars and fewer eroding cliffs.
Class 3 is dominated by bedrock and boulder channels with some gravel/pebbles.
Proportion of bedrock is high, and channel sinuosity is the lowest of all. Rapids and
cascades are usually present.
Class 4 rivers are dominated by cobble-bedded channels, usually with gravel/pebbles. They
have a relatively high number of side bars, and cascades are almost completely absent.
Channel sinuosity is high as is the riffle index, and bankfull widthis the largest of all classes.
This is a powerful class of rivers with marked erosional activity.
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Class 5 rivers are dominated by a combination of cobbles and gravel/pebble;, nearly always
with some bedrock. They have a relatively high number of point bars and relatively low
channel sinuosity.
Class 6 rivers are dominated by- a combination of cobble and gravel/pebble beds and nearly
always have boulders. They are-faryup the river network; and there are.no channels greater
than 3rd order. These are-the smallest width channels, and .have-the highest gradient. Their
apparent stability may result from coarse substrate and-the resistance provided by boulders
in thebed.
Classes 7 St 8 are almost exclusively gravel/pebble bedded rivers... Class 7 ‘rivers have a
marked- tendency to have steeper channel gradients- than class. 8. Rapids occur but: are
uncommon in both classes. Bankfull widths appear to be slightly greater in class 7, which
also has much higher riffle -indices than class 8, more point .bars, more side bars and more
eroding cliffs
Class 9’.’ rivers are dominated. by, gravel/pebble 1substrate with some cobbles. In
geomorphological terms, this class is very similar.to class 8, though side bars are more
common in class 9 and the rivers are slightly larger
Class 10 iis also dominated by gravel/pebble bedded: rivers in combination with significant
amounts of silt. Class 10 is distinguished from classes 8 and 9 by, a greater prevalence of
mid-channel bars and point bars.
Class 11 rivers are dominated by gravel/pebble beds in combination with sand. This group
is also characterised by a very infrequent occurrence of side bars.
Class 12 is a group of sand-bedded rivers -with -some gravel/pebble substrate. The flow
regime is dominated by glides. with very infrequent slacks. Mid-channel bars: and eroding
clifEs occur with greater than average frequency. Side bars are also relatively frequent, .and
median channel sinuosity is higher. Riffle index and reach altitude are low.
Class 13 is a relatively large group of silt-dominated rivers. Riffle.index is joint lowest with
class 12. Sinuosity is relatively high, as one would expect in lowland channels;.. Side bars,
point. bars, .mid-channel- bars and eroding cliffs are rare, suggesting relatively stable fluvial
systems with little deposition and little erosion; Gradient is low and so specific power is also
low.

Assessing the success or validity of the classification produced is a largely subjective process.
To some extent it has been possible to find. statistically significant differences between variables
by class which gives an-element of objective validity to the-classes but in many cases this is notpossible. ,. A fiuther technique-that gives some idea of the separation of classes is ordination.
Other methods of clustering were also investigated to compare with TWINSPAN using .a
minimum variance clustering of a matrix of Gower’s similarity co-efficient calculated between
all sites.. The result was -markedly less visually successful than the classes produced by,
TWINSPAN; but there is a large degree of similarity between the classifications generated by
minimum variance clustering and TWINSPAN.
A final analytical aim was to use numerical techniques to quantify the relationship between the
driving variables and the dependent variables or. channel features. There were two aspects to
this (i) to see how far it was possible to predict TWINSPAN-derived
dependentvariable class
from the drivers and (ii) how much of the total variance in the dependent variable set .could be.,
explained by. the drivers and which of the drivers were, most important in accounting for
variance. Discriminant function analysis was used to try to predict dependent class from driving
variables. The correct prediction rate was low - only about 17% of sites could be correctly
allocated to class by the driving. variables. Specific Power was the most important predictive
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variable among the drivers. The redundancy analysis showed that about 8.5% of the variance in
the dependent variables can be accounted for by the driving variables. Specific power is by far
the most important single variable, explaining about 6.2% of the total variance. This may seem
a very weak relationship but such results are common with environmental data where there is a
lot of “noise” and where the dataset is an eclectic collection of variables.
It is not completely satisfactory to restrict channel substrate to being either an independent or a
dependent variable. Substrate size and roughness play a part in determining a river’s flow,
transport and erosive potential. However, it is sometimes difficult to disentangle channel
“features” from substrate type. The conceptual model was thus altered by accepting substrate
type as one of the driving variables rather than a dependent variable. In a redundancy analysis
this marginally improved the explanatory power of the driving variables with respect to the
dependent variables. However, since transferring the substrate types from dependent to
independent variables did not significantly improve the model, this approach was not pursued.
Instead, sites were stratified into three broad bands of dominant substrate type, in order to
control the effect of substrate type in determining features. A separate redundancy analysis was
carried out for each stratum between the dependent variables and the drivers. The result of
this was that the driving variables accounted for only 5 - 7% of the total variance within each
stratum.
In summary, substantial progress has been made towards a geomorphological classitication of
semi-natural rivers from the “dimension” variables. The classification is useful in its own right
as a statistically-justified delineation of rivers on the basis of substrate type and it has the
potential further to classify channels as sub-groups of substrate types on the basis of
geomorphological features. The fact that it is based on substrate type makes it relatively easy
to conceptualise for the casual user. It also demonstrates that the TWINSPAN technique has
applications for deriving classes from this type of mixed data - subject always to constraints
imposed by the quality and appropriateness of the datasets themselves.
The techniques used to relate driving variables to the dependent variables demonstrate that
specific power is the single most important variable available.to explain reach geomorphology
and substrate composition. The relationship between the dependent and driving variables
revealed by redundancy analysis suggest that changes in specific power (which could be
effected by river engineering) have the potential to transform a reach to an adjacent class and
therefore, theoretically to alter its geomorphological features. However, the ability to predict
dependent variables .or class membership from driving variables is extremely limited and any
transformation of a river from one class to another will be constrained by the dominant effect
of channel substrate size on class.
Finally, it has been shown that it is possible to conduct a provisional channel stability analysis
using RHS field data and a set of rules-based allocation queries. This procedure is limited and
does not possess the important spatial associations generally required for geomorphological
assessment. Nevertheless, at broad level, four stability groupings were identified that should
be tested for statistical significance following the inclusion of the 1995 RHS database. A test
for the predictive ability ‘of stream power showed that although each group was statistically
significant, there was not the expected association between unstable sites and high stream
powers. This is considered to be an artifact of the data distribution and the errors inherent in
the estimation of stream power. Despite these limitations, it is clear that the majority ,of rivers
sampled are of relatively high energy, and exhibit some degree of instability in their bed and or
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banks. Those channels that -have unstable characteristics and.. low stream powers
dominated by fine sediment substrates..
Overall, progress in therefinement
best achieved by focusing. on:
l

l

l

are

of an operational river channel typology appears likely to be

Enhanced data, particularly- the .prospect of using RHS 1995 data collected on the
improved geomorphological specification.
Enhanced .information. handling; perhaps by exploiting the advantages of replication. by
maintaining the- TWINSPAN analysis of 1995 data (and :possibly combined 1994/1995
data), but- supplementing this with other visualisation or analytical techniques. In.addition, a
core. refinement would be a focus on the introduction of simple (probably rule-based)
indicators of channel stability;.
A management focus for the project output is essential. This could- take the form of
procedures through which to incorporate River Channel.--Typology .into the. standard
practices of the AGENCY. It would also be.necessary to provide an input to any drafting of
guidelines on new approaches to river management,’ and to prepare for the design of a
sustained training. programme to ensure wide .and informed uptake of the techniques
devised,
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2.

A BACKGROUND

TO CHANNEL

CLASSIFICATION

River channels exhibit almost infinite variety in their detail, -but tend%to conform to a relatively
small series of broad classes in terms of their dominant characteristics and behaviour. In
practice, the simplification that channel classifications offer to river scientists (for the purpose
of improved understanding), river. managers (for better decision making) and river engineers
(to guide action) is of considerable %value. Although the quest- for a river channel
geomorphological typology, which is one approach to classifidation (see Section:3), may be
driven in the short term by the needs of specified application areas (notably River Habitat
Survey), a river channel typologywill also serve a much broader remit in the long term through
application possibilities such as:
l

l

l

l
l

Survey/Review of Strategic Status (National/Regional)
(Objectivej
Standard periodic.reporting function ...
Summary or context for Local Environment Agency Planning
Response to queries (particularly in a planning-context)
Input to-large scale Environmental Assessment
A Context for Prioritisation. (Jz~dgmental/ ‘,
Basis for prioritising future/supplementary survey effort (identify gaps)
Basis for prioritising resource allocation (identify investment needs)
Basis for prioritising conservation/protection/enhancement/restoration.
Specification of Action, :(Jud~~zentctJ)
Best Practice Guidelines
Workspecification
Framework for consultation
Framework for Setting Performance -Targets (Objective and Judgmental)
Framework for Performance Monitoring
(Objective).
Monitoring change
Monitoring impact of actions and-works
Post-Project Appraisal

By.addressing such functions as these, River Channel Typology (RCT) is potentially help&l to
the Agency,in assisting it to:
l
l
l

Meet statutory requirements
Achieve and demonstrate public accountability :.
Provide operational support to Agency functional sectors

There have been many previous attempts to design an effective river channel classification for
either scientific or management purposes, but the present project differs from these in a number
of respects. Most previous -studies (except; .perhaps, those from New Zealand) have been
regional in scale, and (with the .exception of Rosgen, 1994) were specifically single purpose
because of the needs of their commissioning agency. Even.- the “scientific/educational”
classifications have generally -been essentially.hydro-geomorphological,
and few studies have
set out to- be generic for a range of applications The majority of earlier attempts were staticchnwcterizrtions of morphology or habitat, though studies at Southampton and. by Rosgen
(1994) included- evolution and adjustment.- In fact, “change” ‘needs to be handled both as an
attribute that is input to the classification, and as an indicator- of propensity to future change
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(prediction), as is discussed in Section 3 below. Most previous studies have been conducted on
nntzrrct10~ semi-nntwcd channels, free of the lengthy and extensive modification experienced
by UK streams (Sections 3 and 4). In most cases, they have been dominated by the nwrniZctbZe
da&, not by a deterministic framework, and little previous work has received practical usage
and refinement.
The present R & D project is distinctive in being data-reliant and by design essentially
deterministic and generic (science-driven), rather than being derived independently from a
specific data set. It is applicable at a range of scales and to a variety of Agency operational
sectors, but could be rendered purpose-specific by the use of a “f?mctional template” concept.
Despite the very real challenges involved, the typology aims to be dynamic - allowing for rateof-change as an input attribute, and for propensity for -future change within a managementrelevant timescale as a predictive output. The approach is analytical of the artificial influences
which may dominate British rivers and their associated data sets, and is evaluative and
contextual rather than just descriptive. Above all, the typology seeks to be practical, therefore
being mindfU1 of scale-dependency, tuned to specific user requirements, and sensitive to data
availability and cost. The RCT project has thus produced:
l

l

A channel typology (Section 10) in the form of proposed classification structures
(templates incorporating user-specific rule bases and/or suggested class boundary values);
procedures for allocating rivers to the appropriate class; and physical descriptions and
explanations of the major classes proposed.
An associated river inventory (Appendices) in the form of a growing database of river
information and photographs for sites across the country, assembled partly in association
with the River Habitat Survey (RIG) Project. The database has several roles, including
validating class-defining rules and boundary values that have been derived in part from the
data and in part from underlying scientific reasoning. The typology will also be a context for
assessing the representativeness or rarity of a given river which is tested against the
database (a means of assigning value, or assessing priority, will be required and summary
tables and distribution maps will be produced to indicate the overall England and Wales
pattern). Finally, the database will indicate what might be the characteristics of a given
modified channel were it to. return to being natural, thereby indicating the loss of
conservation value that the channel has experienced, and providing an indicator of river
restoration target and feasibility.
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3.

AN APPROACH

TO TYPOLOGU

Typologies are customised versions of the real world, and thus .!require informed and
meticulous design if they are to be both usefXand!reliable.
Such design commences with a
mtionale or philosophy which, reflects the underlying assumptions to which the classification :
will’ conform. .In the present case, the rationale-focuses on the suggestion that -the state and
behaviour of a river channel can be
characterised by a limited number. of highly
significant ..descriptive observations which
serve as diagnostic indicators from which
robust management” guidelines can be
derived. In order to implement such an
approach, it is necessary to devise a
methodology which permits the principles to
be. put -into operation effectively and costefficiently. The methodology- designates a
I
series of steps’ that must be -.taken to
mm+‘”
‘J
construct the classification and put it to
work, and identifies the information that will
Figure 3.1 ‘:P?oject componentsand-PI’s
be needed. It follows
that. actual
implementation requires a set of techn@fes
which- must be applied rigorously to the data
DATA AND .._
METHODOLOGY
that are available or can be acquired. As can
be seen from .the- diagram above,. these four, :I
key steps have been allocated- between. the
three Principal Investigators,
and the
Research Assistants at Southampton and
Newcastle.

Figure 3;2 Data Sr. methoddlogy.
Classifications using diagnostic variables derived from-surrogate data are inevitably subject to
imprecision and uncertainty, This is an inevitable compromise that has to be adopted if a costeffective operational procedure is to be developed for national implementation by the Agency.
Since all the data used to derive, test and implement the classification are by.definition samples
of a highly variable parent population of British rivers, it is difficult to place strict error limits
on the process. It is, however, reasonable to assume that in moving from rationale, through
methodology to specific techniques applied to real-world data, -we are moving towards
increasing value for -management. applications only :at the price of decreasing certainty in the
inferences drawn from the data.
It is suggested that this inherent error of classification is ‘manageable provided that it is
acknowledged. This implies that there will. be some ambiguity of allocation towards class
boundaries (the rules will allocate the river unambiguously into the preferred class, but- it may
display some characteristics. similar to those of rivers in an adjacent class). In addition, the
management guidelines inferred from the class into which the river is allocated may in some
cases embody an element of caution based upon this difficulty of allocation at the boundaries.
It should be stressed, however, that the rigour and implementation- objectivity of the
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Exclusive.

Descriptive

1

Allocation

guideline
classification
and
procedures here proposed renders
them less error-prone than any of
the
available
cost-realistic
alternatives,
particularly
those
which
rely
exclusively
on
experiential
intuition based on
subjective observation.

1

In practice, classification involves
two separable activities, taxonomy
and typology. Each has its own
Figure 3.3 Classification relationships
contribution
to make to the
classification of river channels, but
it is on typolo, that the RC?: project concentrates. This focus recognizes that typology is
potentially the more robust, defensible and flexible of the two processes once the scientific
underpinning has been established and refined. As a generalisation it can be seen that taxonomy
is essentially driven by the data, whereas typology is dominated by the underlying science.
Tmononzy starts with the observational data sets and uses an approach such as cluster analysis
to determine the groupings (classes) that are most clearly distinguished and thus most likely to
be meaningful.
I

Place individuals
th6 cppropkik

1

into
elm

This is a quasi-objective independent check that can be used to refine, calibrate or validate a
typology. The associated approach is ;tyyoZogy, which seeks to define a set of rules which will
allow individual cases to be allocated unambiguously to the appropriate class. A technique
such as discriminant analysis will be used to yield classes, and the aim will be to exclude
definitidns by which an individual could equally well be allocated to more than one. class.
Clearly, there is an iterative interaction between taxonomy and typology such that the resulting
classification will be in part a product of the data set used to devise and test it. Any bias in the
data will influence the rigour of the classification. It follows that the progressive increase in
size of the River Habitat Survey (RHS) data archive on which the channel typology is partly
based will be expected to lead to progressive refinement of the typology. The process of
allocation is a separate and subsequent stage in the procedure. Once classes have been
determined by taxonomy and/or defined by typology, each newly observed river channel needs
to be assigned (as objectively as possible) to the appropriate class. The present RCT project is
concerned with the process of erecting and evaluating the classification; in the roll-out phase
operational allocation will become the dominant activity.
An effective geomorphological typology will be controlled by the driving variables that
influence channel attributes and behaviour. It is apparent that both the number of drivers, and
their designation, will be scale-dependent. A primary aim of the River Channel Typology
(RCT) project is thus to derive the pertinent drivers at each scale, and to impose a hierarchical
structure upon them. In the case of existing classifications used by British river managers, the
starting point may be:
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Table 3.1 Drivers for standard surveys
Survey
SERCON
River Habitat Survey (RHS)
River Corridor Survev (RC9

Drivers

Geology
Gradient
WidtldDenth : Bankfi~ll flow

I

Table 3.2 Parameters part-of which can be derived from the existing database.
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scales, dominate the characteristics of
designation of ,ariver channel typology;

channel
typology, the first estimate of the pertinent
driving variable. is depicted in Table ::. 3.2
(opposite), along with an indication of those data
that are available in the existing RHS database;
The columns represent a notional scale depiction,ranging from catchment, through sector and reach
to the individual cross section. (An indication of
dimensions and of associated terminology is given
in Table 3.4.) The rows on the diagram represent
five primary categories. of driving variable which
influence the river -channel - location, condition,
energy, resistance and pattern. It-is suggested that
these drivers, acting at the range of depicted
river channels, and will therefore dominate the

Table 3.3 Parameters for which’ other.datasets or maps will be required.-

LPattern

The implication. of Table 3.2 above (data
availability) is that many of the diagnostic. data
sets.that are required for the channel typology are
not available in the RHS database, or are available
in a form or at a resolution that is not well suited
to typology: It follows that a substantial data
acquisition exercise is necessary (Table,:3.3), both :
to refine and supplement the existing :archive.
Data categories highlighted with a shaded circle.
may require substantial replacement, while those
highlighted
with
an open circle require ..
enhancement..

For River Channel Typology,. a further problem with the approach focused on the RHS data
set lies in the fact that this sample may underestimate the significance of-the. split between
“natural” and disturbed .channels (Section 7.4). .Since channelisation is so important and so
widespread in England and Wales; it was advisable for RCT to develop an initial typolo,g .from
the 476. semi-natural sites of the RHS data set, to be supplemented at some later stage by
treating the 1100 managed sites as new cases to be allocated to whichever semi-natural class is :
most appropriate. Alternatively,.“degrees of naturalness” could subsequently be assigned to the.
RHS sites on grounds of.geomorphological assumptions applied to the spot check data. Sites
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Sites that were disrupted only in ways not likely to affect geomorphological
then be incorporated into the data used to define the typology.

response could

As stressed above that typologies and their diagnostic driving variables are scale dependent,
and a distinction has been suggested between the catchment, sector, reach and section scale.
This distinction has counterparts in other classifications, as defined in Table 3.4 below:
Table 3.4

,1

RCT Scale terms and equivalent

$23le-term

%quival&t
terms

Catchment

Watershed

Sector

Sub-

Do-cvnstretiti
Dimension

terms from other systems.

Frequency
p’er ‘basin

1

Defined on the basis of topography.
The topographic drainage basin feeding water
to a single outlet.

10s or 100s

catchment

3-4

ofkm

Length

Defined on the basis of hydrology.
A segment of river between significant
tributary junctions such that the controls of
hydroIogica1 regime are essentially
undifferentiated
within the sector.

SERCON
ECS
Reach

D@titidn

50 m - 1 km

10s - 100s

Defined on the basis of hydraulics.
Sub-portion of a river sector over which an
undifferentiated hydraulic control is exercised.
In practice, often designated on the basis of
.morphology as a surrogate for hydraulics.

Section

Transect
Swathe
RHS spot
Check

lm-5m

samplingdependent

Defined on the basis of sampling strategy
and the local distribution of river features.
Often arbitrary location

and/or spacing.

The outcome of the above derivation of likely indicators at specified scales is that it becomes
possible to focus in on the actual attributes which might be regarded as appropriate as a basis
for a river channel typology. These are presented in a preliminary list (Table 3.5) below.
Table 3.5 Geomorphological

drivers and indices.

Gep;morjjhoIogicai..Drivers
Floods (frequency and magnitude)
Sediment Supply (type and source).
Sites should be classified as sediment
starved, net sediment receivers or
equilibrium.
Perimeter

(type/condition)

Context
Relationship to other (RHS?) sites u/s
and d/s
History (planform)
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Indices

AvailabIe mRHS?.
Not directly, but possible

Qbf Qn S-2
Categorical size
D5c etc
Fresh/loose/compact
Bars/bank erosion
Context u/s
% silt/clay (Schumm & W/D)
Vegetation
Eroding/stable/depositing
Roughness

RHS
Not available
RHS (qual)
RI-IS
In some cases
Not available
RHS
RHS photo
RHS photo

Location NGR lat/long
Network (order)
Catchrnent (sub?)
Planform instability
Vertical instability

RHS &/or conversion
Maps?
Maps
Photos/maps
RHS photos
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4. A PROCEDURE
TYPOLOGY

FOR .DEVELOPING

A

CHANNEL

Section 2 above has indicated the broad rationale for developing a channel-typology. from a set
of proposed attributes acquired at a.set of suggested scales. An appropriate methodology for
implementing such a typology must cope with the distinct.differences of status (availability and
reliability) of the different variables; and must work from basic but robust designations towards
more powerful Lbut more problematic procedures. Within the typolo, procedure itself, -it is
necessary to define,the parameters on the basis of which the classes are to. be- designated. For
the RCT project, it is suggested that three headings of particular and distinctive significance
are channel:attributes, channel sensitivity (propensity for change) and channel dynamism (the
rate and nature of the change that is actually taking place. Channel attributes are essentially
descriptive parameters derived from. the.RHS archive or.from one of the supplementary data
acquisition
exercises,
They
permit
Descriptivs
reasonably robust prediction of channel
sensitivity. Channel dynamism, on the
other hand, can only .be inferred indirectly.
from the :’ sensitivity, or :. directly from
descriptive- attributes. Dynamism is of
great management ,value ,as an indicator of
changes which could be induced, or which
should be avoided, but it has to be built
from the.typology using some. form of rule
base or expert system.
Pradictim
Inkxred
Figure-4.1

Parameters for classification

Each of the. three primary categories can be amplified as an operational matrix, which indicates
the-likely form of the data and permits definition of appropriate techniques.
The channel attribute-matrix-(Table 4: 1 and Appendices) describes each individual channel thatis to be classified, and also offers a basis for defining the thresholds/partings for each variable”
that-might be of significance for setting typological rules.
Table 4.1 Channel attribute.matrix
CHANNEL

ATTRIBUTE

MATRIX

What the channel is like
PHYSICAL

ATTRIBUTES

MORPHOLOGICAL
ATTRIBUTES

PROCESS

ATTRIBUTES

:..
:
i.:
:.
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This was the starting point for the typology, and was applied at Newcastle IL4 on the basis of
data derived from RHS or supplied from Southampton (Section 9 and Figure 9.1).
Table 4.2

Channel sensitivity matrix
Propensity

for change : prosimitg

to a critical

threshold

What the channel might do - what has been done to it
EVOLUTION

1 reversible?

MUTATION

- irreversible?

A channel sensitivity matrix such as Table 4.2 would have the ability to define propensity for
change, and also specifies likely management ability either to move a channel away from a
threshold or to move it over the threshold, depending on circumstances. Such a flexible
approach caters for river classes that can easily migrate into one another, and acknowledges
that some drivers tend to push rivers across proximate thresholds. This matrix embodies
elements of subjectivity, though its logic is science-driven. Sensitivity has to be predicted, since
it is not an observed or measured attribute. Ideally, it should be derived from the same
classificatory technique that creates classes from the channel attribute matrix. Indeed, the
channel attribute categories could, in principle, be subdivided into inherently stable and
unstable sub-units at this stage. Interpretative indicators of geomorphological stability can be
derived from the available data provided that this process is based on assumptions (further
considered later) such as:
l
l
l

Correct identification of geomorphological features by field- surveyors
Consistent identifica.tion of features across all RHS groups
Data scaled in relation to channel width (e.g. pool-riffle spacing: number of point bars per
unit length)

The broad aim of this procedure is to develop criteria for discriminating between those
channels that exhibit stable geomorphological properties (e.g. stable perimeters; vegetated
deposits) and those which are dynamic (e.g. eroding perimeters; numerous sediment storage
units) - further discussed in Sections 9.4 and 12.2. An early interpretation was made of the
stability categories so that type and direction of river channel change could be inferred (Table
4.3), and this is refined in Section 12 below.
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Table. 4.3

Interpretations

of stability,categories
Substrate
Bedrock *
Boulder *
Cobble *..
Clay *
Liverworts/
Mosses *
Consolidated
(SWEEP)

Bank Feature
L-Semi-continuous

Channel Features.

: VPB (>3)
trees (E)
VSB (>3)
Continuous trees VMCB (>3)
Mature island *
03
Esposed bedrock/
Bdulder *
Ave No of pools and
riffles (C)

Eroding earth
UVPB (~3)
cliff *
UVSB (~3)
Vertical/
UVMCB (>3)
undercut
> Ave No of pools and
riffles
(C)
’
(SW=P) (El
VerticaHtoe
< Ave No of pools and
rifles (C)
I (SW=P)
V>
(E) is SWEEP values where abundance >33%
* is SPOT values >=
(C) is a value calculated according to the following:
Divide 500m reach by b-11
widtll = X
Divide Xby 3 = Y
Divide X by 10 = Z
Ave No of pools and riffles occurs .where >= Y <= Z .
> Ave No pools and riffles occurs where > Z
< Ave No pools and riffles occurs wllere <Y
Gravel/pebble *
Sand .*.
Silt/mud %
Unconsolidated
(SWEEP)

js_(
TabIe 4.4.

Channel dynamism matrix

OSCILLATORY

CHANGE

What the channel is doing
PROGRESSIVE~CHANGE

Instability.
Cut and fill
etc.

Planform migration
Bedform migration
I etc.

The characteristics inherent. in channel, dynamism are critically important both in terms of
understanding and as a basis for management - where they can form the basis for management
guidelines. There are, how-ever, many problems. Ideally, trend should be -distinguished from
noise, and reversible. change has to be distinguished from the irreversible, but in practice.this is
unlikely to be achieved. A first identification of management-relevant indicators appears in
Table 4.5, and is refined in-Section 12.2.
Table 4.5.

Management-relevant

indicators

Indicator attributes

Stable banks f Unstable substrate + Unstable
feahnes
Unstable banks + Stable bed + Stable feahnes
Stable banks + Stable bed + Unstable features
Unstable banks + Unstable bed + Unstable
features
Stable banks C stable bed + stable feahires
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Provisional management interpretation

Sediment entering reacli: monitor featires and banks
Incision/sediment starvation (monitor struchn-es for
exposure of footings)
Sediment tbrougbput, or beginning of change (monitor)
Aggradation - dynamic geomorphology (avoid
intervention - conserve)
1 Stable channel currently in equilibrium
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The above procedures provide a provisional route towards typology definition, but their
implementation demands careful synthesis of a variety of techniques. Given the availability of
input variables, however selected and defined, the typology is built by seeking pattern in the
data using a variety of exploratory techniques, of which the following would ideally be
important (see also Figure 9.1):

Divisive
Approaches

Agglomerative
Approaches

Pigure 4.2

Available

exploratory
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5.

DATA FOR RIVERCHANNEL

TYPOLOGY

This section introduces the-requirements and types of data that have been necessary in order to
provide ,a robust database -from which -to develop the River .-Channel. Typology (see also
Section 7). Given the nature of a geomorphological typology, specific data requirements arise
largely from the selection’ of candidate “drivers” for the system. At an early stage, a list of
“drivers” was discussed and agreed which recognized the scaling power inherent in attributes
such as catchment area, and the allocative power of composite-variables such as stream power
which combines bar&full discharge, reach slope .and. bankfull -width. In addition to the
“drivers”, an inventory of site attributes was required that captured the morphological diversity
of natural or semi-natural streams and which would provide:unequivocal
boundaries between
stream types. Data such as sinuosity and morphological assemblages (e.g. pools, riffles,- bars
etc.) were- considered basic to the geomorphological allocation of river reaches within the
RCT, as well as being part of the, overall methodology of reach allocation into descriptive,
predictive and.inferred groupings: see Table 5.1 below:
Table 5.1

Drivers, descriptive and predictive attributes
Drivers

Descriptive

Catchment Area
Bankfull Discharge
Reach Slope
Geology
Pattern (Sinuosity)

Substrate type
Bank Material
Channel Features (pools, bars etc.)
Bank Features (Eroding, trees etc.)
Scaling variables (Width, Depth,

Predictive

Streanl Power
Reach Stability.
Channel pattern
Upland / Piednlont / Lowland
Soft Rock / Hard Rock

etc.)
Location (Grid Reference/
Stream Order)
Bed/Bank Material

5.1

Ri+er Habitat

Modifications

to Channel

( Valley Form

Survey~Data

1

:

The database of immediate value is that developed from the River Habitat Survey. (RIB) of
1500 sites within.England & Wales (see Section- 6). This nominally collects many of theattributes necessary for the RCT both from field and map sources, Much of the descriptive
data exists within RHS concerning channel features, substrate type.as well as scaling data such
as Width, Depth etc. The data are clearly split into three broad-categories:
Context Data: Much is derived from maps and deals with the valley and area within
which the RHS reach lies.
Sweep Data:

Site specific data that includes the scaling variables and channel features

Spot Data:

Site specific counts of bed/bank materials and some channel features

The data base also includes site photographs, taken in summer, and .comprising two views; a
cross-section and a reach view. These may be used to supplement .or cross-check the *RIKS
-’ ‘datasheets where queries occur. This dataset.is currently held at Southampton. ..
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The RHS dataset was mounted on the ORACLE Database at Southampton and on Paradox at
Newcastle. Data manipulation and the creation of calculated variables such as bankfull
discharge are carried out within the Oracle environment. ‘New datasets such as Catchment Area
are appended to the ORACLE database as they ‘evolve.

5.2 Additional

Data:

Although detailed, not all the information required by the RCT is available from the RHS
database. Of these, the main data needs were:
Bankfull Discharge
Catchment Area:
Reach Slope:
Reach Sinuosity
Stream Order
Modifications

Derived
Derived
Derived
Derived
Derived
Derived

fi-om
from
from
from
from
from

Wharton (1992) and RHS scaled data
1:25000 maps ( 1:50000 > 200km2)
1:25000. maps
1:25000 maps
1:625,000 maps
1:250,000 maps of Channelised Rivers (Brookes, 1983)

Values for bankfull discharge-(assumed to be equal to Qr.5 flood) were calculated- from RHS
derived values of bankfull width and depth, and then processed through Wharton’s (1992)
equations for Qba&rr. Wharton’s equations were verified against IOH gauging station values of
ban&31 discharge and are based on a dataset of 75 natural stream types from upland and
lowland regions of the UK. Although high correlation coefficients were obtained for these
equations, there was significant variance between observed and predicted values that
particularly affected lowland sites for which the database was more limited. Nevertheless, the
approximations have all been generated using the same assumptions which effectively means
site differentiation on the basis of bankfull width and depth values. The discharge values are to
be used to generate stream power by incorporating the map generated slope terms. Wharton in
her Ph.D. thesis suggested that this approach was worthy of further analysis as it appeared to
discriminate regional river types within upland and lowland catchments. The stream. power
value is driver variable of RCT and can also be used diagnostically for the prediction of channel
stability.
The additional datasets were appended to the RHS database daily at Southampton and emailed
to Newcastle through the Internet. Mapping of key variables and emerging channel typologies
used MapInfo GIS for presentation purposes.

5.3 Data Quality
The quality of data was a main concern of the RCT. Early on it became clear that there were
different weightings on the data quality required for RCT compared with that needed for the
.RHS. This included such attributes as slope (RHS from 1:50000 maps, RCT 1:25,000 maps as
for Flood Studies) and sinuosity (derived from 1:25000 Maps over a reach length scaled to
meander wavelength for RCT). Correspondingly, this necessitated the derivation of additional
datasets (see Section 5.2 above).
In RCT terms there was a concern over the sample structure of RHS sites. RHS analysis
concludes that out of a total of 1500 sites, 448 are semi-natural based on the complete lack of
modification noted by the RHS surveyors. Early on, these sites were further refined using the
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database and 1:500000 maps of channelisation in England & Wales produced. by Andrew
Brookes (NRA Thames Region). For the present analysis, 476 sites formed the RCT sample
(Section 7.4), though there ,was a possibility of extending thisnumber using an additional 70
sites. for which geomorphological data was known to exist within Thames Region NRA.
Further extension of thesample size could be possible by relaxing the “no modifications” filter
to accept that minimal modifications -to channel bed -and banks do not significantly modify
geomorphological processes.
As a fLrther,check on representativeness, sample analysis was also conducted on the RHS sites
to determine what sub-sample of.the river population has been collected in the 1994 survey.
This was carried out by comparing the frequency values for .stream orders collected from .
1:625000 maps with the distribution of stream orders within upland. and lowland sites in the
RHS data set. This initial: survey suggests that the RHS sites are biased towards smaller
streams and therefore that the larger channels are not being represented. Subsequent RHS data
collection should seek to redress this imbalance;
A programme of data:assessment was. implemented .at both Newcastle and Southampton
Universities, with the aim of .establishing the quality and. :information .content of ‘the
geomorphological attributes-recorded by the RHS 1994 survey protocol.. There was some
evidence of data discrepancies in terms of identifying values of width and depth, but the
primary concern was in the correct identification of geomorphological features by nonspecialist surveyors. Opportunities to cross-reference data with :.photographs :.will help to
reduce some of the uncertainty regarding the identification of features .or missing data where
features have not been- allocated or where substrates were not -visible.- Discussions with the
field operators have also helped to clarify some points.
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6.

THE GEOMORPHOLOGICAL
UTILITY OF FtHS94 .DATA

SIGNIFICANCE

AND

The RCT project depends -very significantly-upon data gathered by RHS surveyors-under. the
protocols developed by Agency for the first surveys in 1994 (NRA, 1994). Whilst some of the
present research team were informally involved with the ‘development of the 1994 survey
features and categories and whilst one. of,the outputs:of the 1994 survey was described- as ‘a
river typing. method. based on geomorphological principles’ (page 20), this R&D project. has
essentially developed. after many important, decisions.were made about the 1994 survey. We .’
have had the opportunity to explore and refine the typology which was developed by hrRA. (it.
is indeed, based on elementary geomorphological principles) but to make further demands on
the 1994 data, in a sense to test it to destruction in-the light of
a. Selection of features/variables to be observed/measured,
b. Detail (including spatial detail) recorded for these features/variables,
c. Degree of operator variance (non-geomorphologists were employed),
d. Levels of success in coverage and completion of surveys for.individual

reaches.

This section deals mainly with (a) and (b) but touches on (c). Remarks about missing data (d)
are made elsewhere in the Report.

6.1 Geomorphological

features for RHS94

One of the ,most immediate -problems facing the .geomorphological interpretation of RI-IS94
data has proved to be the validity of (and confitsion between)flolv+pe
data and data related
to nzorphologicaZ units which control the flow. The field of ‘habitat hydraulics! is very recent
and, at the: time- of preparing guidance- for RHS94, had not yielded either a fully embracing.
typology of recordable features (flow, morphology) or linkages between these two elements.
The situation has been remedied by geomorphologists for the 1995 and subsequent surveys.
Meanwhile;. the Predominant Flow Type (section F) has been recorded in RHS94, as a reduced
and confused set of attributes; observers have confirmed that, for example, ‘approximately.
laminar’ (a flow type rare in nature) was used as a ‘catch-all’ for many flow types which we
would now take to indicate the influence of several signifidantly different morphological units
(jointly, with flow, leadingto differentbiotopes--Padmore
et nl., in press). Section F data,
potentially very helpful to a broad geomorphological picture, are in fact largely-unusable.:- For ‘.
this reason it is also regrettable. that Section X (a field typing .based on geonzorplzollogicd
cltannel patterns) was not completed by many surveyors; furthermore, -clznnnel plzotogrupks
were not taken with geomorphological interpretation in mind (see below).
Within the, ‘spot-check’ sections of the -RIB94 form. there is a wealth of information about
materinls, flo~vs, fecrtures cd modijictltions: All four are highly relevant to geomorphological
interpretation (but see below for spatial interpretation). It is possible to derive numbers for
such features as stable and eroding banks, mid~channel,.lateral and point bars, riffles and pools.
However, riffles and IJOOJSwere listed with ‘predominant G.flow.’ and this is said to -have
confused their interpretation in the field. It has also become clear (and this :may be a major
change in the geomorphological interpretation of channel patterns) that riffle-pool sequences
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may be far less common than other sequences around ‘raised’ channel elements, e.g. riffle-run,
riffle-glide and rapid (or cascade)-run.
A very justifiable fear over this form of data collection (i.e. spot-check scores) is that the
quantities of geomorphological features are highly dependent on channel width; elsewhere in
this report we illustrate the difficulty, therefore,. of comparing numbers of fecrtures between
channels of very different scales,
It should also be added here that the spot-check information on channel and bank materials is
crucial to interpretation but is often a ‘given’ feature of a river, rather than a geomorphological
feature; it therefore tends to enter the independent variable category and impart a. major
geographical ‘stretch’ to the variance of the data set.
RHS94 also includes a variety of important information related to the nznnrgenzent if the
clznnnel nncl its geonzorplzology, notably in the ‘sweep-up’ sections L (bank profiles), M
(embankments), R (artificial features) and S (recent management). However, it was not
envisaged at the time of setting up the survey that a large majority of the sites surveyed would
be artificially influenced. The quest for a basic set of semi-natural sites and our concentration
upon those means that these sections are effectively redundant in terms of geomorphological
interpretations. Thus, in contrast to the Habitat Quality Index (to be developed by ecologists
from RHS - and which uses ‘damage’ to derive the index) we may be abandoning very useful
data by ignoring the less modified sites, The extensive channel maintenance costs incurred in
modified channels in England and Wales (Sear and Newson, in press) suggest that the
geomorphological system quickly recovers in the face of the more minor engineering schemes,
even if basic channel dimensions are rendered impossible to compare with natural/semi-natural
sites, RCT may yet need to extend its site base at the considerable penalty of deriving more
map-based information.
The most important sections of the .‘sweep-up’ data are ‘0’ (natural channel features) and ‘P’
*
(channel dimensions). Once again, however,. features are confused with flow types.
At this stage, it is worth stating the improvements
geomorphological interest. These may be summarized as:
l

l

l

brought

into RHS95

by the

The major geomorphological features: riffles, pools and point bars are isolated as a. reach
count in Section D of the 1995 survey.
The spot check data contains a much broader selection of flow types, each with explicit
links to physical biotopes (morphological units); surveyors have been trained to make
selections amongst the options.
Physical biotopes (morphological units), having been identified in transect via flow type,
are ‘swept up’ at the end of the survey.

6.2 Spatial aspects of geomorphological

features RHS94

An immediate major problem which presented itself to RI-IS as a whole was the poor
representation in the sample of natural and semi-natural sites (defined in relation to river
engineering intervention) and the concentration of these sites in the north ancl west of
E&and unrl Wales (Section 7.4). The true variance of river channel forms, dimensions and
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features is not, therefore, established;c.in statistical interpretations we are likely to raise the
significance of. driving variables particularly suited to spanning. this narrow range: In
classification. we may, for example, expect a wide range of representative. case numbers in
some classes whilst others -may be relatively ‘empty’, forcing different levels of classification to ..
be applied to different groups..
The second restriction on geomorphological interpretations is almost equally inevitable- and.
arises from the reach/transect furl12 of the sunjey (LScl ~uhole. Geomorphologists stress the
interconnectivity of the sedimentsystem in catchment channel networks (Sear and Newson, in x
press); RHS.necessarily. uses stratified random. samples without reference to this- system. The
particular.problem faced by RCT in seeking process-related information is therefore obvious.
Whilst river ecologists may be prepared for poorly developed floral and faunal communities
(and hence spatial imhomogeneity), geomorphologists consider linear, interconnected systems
and this project needs to seek manipulations which ‘reassemble’ the RHS sites. At the very
least, we have to consider .the photographic evidence collected by RHS as a means of doing
this. An alternative, described elsewhere, is the, use of rule bases to impose new levels of
classification upon the basic site data - to indicate,. for example, forms of geonzorylzo~ogicnlstability or instclbility
(see above).
Finally,- ,the spatial accuracy of certain RHS measurements. is not.. up to consentionnl
geonnorphological
-stundcwtls; the opportunity. should : have been taken to measure channel
gradient in the field, rather than general reach slope from 1:50,000 maps. Stream order was
hastily measured from 1:625,000 maps. In both cases the minimum map standard desirable
would have been -1:25,000.
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7.

TOWARDS

A- CHANNEL

TYPOLOGY

The following sections of the report (Sections 7-11) are :an account of they-data analysis
undertaken as part of the River Channel Typology.,research project. Particular attention has
been paid to the process of selection of variables and the data transformations used in the
numerical analyses. The initial task was to reassemble the RHS database from the individual..
datasets and then to,process and extract material relevant to river geomorphology. The second
stage was implementation of TWINSPAN and of the data transformation necessary to achieve
meaningful results.
A series L of classifications were produced through -TWINSPAN as the selection and
transformation of variables,was refined and interpretation of the outputs improved. In the first
instance, an overview of this process is given- by describing-.the first and then the most -recent
classification, and by. discussing their, similarities and differences. Detailed statistics of the
characteristics of streanl classes .proposed are also given together with a key to allocate new
cases to classes. Results of the analysis undertaken to relate driving variables and dependent
variables is also given with. an account of the research approach.

7.1 Original

data:

The RHS survey data .were received by Newcastle University in an ASCII format. The data
consisted of the database-held by the RHS Project, and comprised:
l
l

“Spot-check” data for 1521 sites (approx. 15213 spot-checks, 10 for each site) :
“Sweep”. data for 152 1 sites

A further I set of data for the RHS survey was. collected from OS maps by Institute of
Freshwater Ecology, Dorset. .-This was obtained from IFE .separately and added to the dataset
received from the RHS project (Peter Fox: North-West Region).

7.2.Data-audit:
The first task was to document the .variables in the dates (approx. 160 in total), by crosschecking against the original RHS surveyors’ schedule. No. proper list of variables, variable
names or coding existed. Proper documentation of these would have considerably speeded up
the,process. In order to assemble the pieces of the database it was also necessary to check for
duplicated and missing data.

7.3 Creation

of one data set:

In order to combine data- from, the “spot-check” and the “sweep” datasets it was necessary to
sum attributes at the,spot-check level in order to -create data consistent with the sweep 500m
reaches. Spot-check variables -needed to be summed for each site to create new variables
consistent with-the sweep data. For example, channel.substrate type -was recorded as one of 8
categories in one variable by the surveyors. In order to sum:.this variable to attribute it to a
single site, a set of 8 dummy variables was created, one for each substrate class. Then these
variables were summed for each-set of spot-checks to give a frequency of substrate types for
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each site. Frequencies were then converted into a % score for each substrate type for sites.
Similar transformations were used on the remaining spot check data. These data could then be
integrated with the sweep data once they had been converted to a site-basis.
In addition to this, data was received from the Institute of Freshwater Ecology (Hugh Dawson)
and “stream order” data were derived at Newcastle from a 1:625,000 map. These data were
also combined with the spot check and sweep data to form the master dataset. See Appendix 1
for a full summary of the dataset.

7.4

Semi-natural

sites:

A decision was taken at an early stage to concentrate solely on “semi-natural” sites, i.e. river
reaches with negligible engineering modifications or evidence of channel management such as
dredging. A subset of sites were chosen in accordance with the methodology used by the RHS
project (Peter Fox) for selection of semi-natural sites, giving a total of 484 sites out of a total
of 1521. The criteria used to select sites were as follows:
l
l
l
l
l

recorded as semi-natural by the surveyor
no channel modifications
only 1 bank modification spot check per bank
no dams, culverts, weirs or bridges
no navigation

In addition to this, a further 7 sites were excluded from the subset as they were judged from
photographs to have been modified and one excluded because of unreliable data, giving a total
of 476 sites. These data form the basis of all the analyses described below. The original
rationale for this was in order to be consistent with the NRAKFE typology of “river habitats”
which developed a predictive model of river habitat from the RHS dataset: using semi-natural
sites only. This gave a range of predicted habitat types depending on a number of physical
variables: altitude, slope, solid geology and flow type.
However, for the purposes of the River Channel Typology R & D selection of this sub-set may
give a somewhat distorted view of English and Welsh rivers as a whole. It is not a random
sample of RHS sites but heavily over-representative of rivers in the North and West of England
and Wales and under-representative of rivers in the South and East Anglia. This is apparent
from Figure 7.1 which shows the distribution of channel substrate types among semi-natural
sites and all others. In Figure 7.1 channel substrate types have been determined as the majority
substrate size in each reach. Where substrate types are equally abundant sites are classed as
mixed. There is over-representation of gravel/pebble and cobble-bedded rivers and underrepresentation of silt/clay/chalk substrate rivers. This is to be expected as a result of the fact
that lowland rivers are more likely to have had engineering works for flood defence purposes.
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DISTRIBUTION-OF CHANNEL SUBSTRATE‘TYPES
SEMI-NATURAL SITES.AND ALL OTHER SITk
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Figure 7.1:. :i Distribution
other. sites.
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of channel substrate types among semi-natural

sitesand all ..

The bankfull widths of the semi-natural sites and all other sites are remarkably similar, the
means being 10:lm and .10.4m respectively. This might be surprising in view of the
disproportionate number of rivers .with coarser substrate. However, the reason for this may be
twofold. Firstly, the sampling method of RHS tends to discriminate against the selection of.
sites on larger rivers and secondly, silty rivers in the east of England-may in many cases have
been -overdeepened and so are relatively narrow. in relation to their. position on the .river
network..
Table.7.1: :

Comparison

BANKF’ULLWIDTH
Semi-natural sites
All other sites

of bankfull.widths

Number of sites
484
1039
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of semi-natural

Mean
10.5m
lO.lm
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Median
6m
7m

and all other sites
Ql
3m
4m

Q3..

11.5m
12m
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8.

SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR CLASSIFICATION

It has already been .established. that the aim of the River Channel ‘Typology was that a
classification should focus on the “driving variables” of fluvial geomorphology. To that end, a
list was produced (shown below in Table: 9.1) of these drivers and the dimension variables
considered fundamental to defining geomorphological character, although it was accepted, that
it would be unfeasible to collect many of these datasets. Consideration was given to whether
each variable would be available from the RHS. dataset, .whether suitable proxies were available
or whether the data might have to .be collected separately. A number of variables were
subsequently dropped because of time restraints and because interpretation from photos was
problematic. A list was then drawn up of those variables not available from the. RHS which
could feasibly be provided by the GeoData Institute, Southampton University within the
timescale of the project..
Taking into account what was available in the RHS, in order to achieve a minimum list of I
driving variables, the GeoData Institute was asked to provide the following ,data:
0 Catchment area from.1:25,000 maps
l
Improved measurement of channel slope from 1:25000 maps
l
Improved measurement of sinuosity from 1:25000 maps
l
Mean annual flood by calculation from the Wharton (1992) method
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9:

DEVELOPMENT

OF THE‘METHODOLOGY

While these data were being collected, TWINSPAN classification of sites using the dependent.
variables (mainly .geomorphological features) was carried out to establish a methodology for
the type of mixed data which the RHS dataset contained:: The original concept had been to use
clustering methods to group together rivers with similar driving and. geomorphologicalcharacteristics and then to generate a set of.rules to predict class from the variables used.
However, it--would. be difficult to. interpret. the classes generated without being. able. to relate
them to a purely geomorphological classification. of river channels, Li.e. a classification of .the
dependent/dimension variables. Therefore it was decided to fully develop a classification of the
channel. morphological variables and then. to examine the arelationship .between the driving
variables and the classes derived from the dependent variables.
The relationship between the;,drivers and dependent variables could ibe, tested in one of a
number of ways:
l

l

Redundancy Analysis could be used- to test how. much of the variance in the dependent
variables.is accounted for by the driving variables;.
Discriminant Analysis could ,be used to test how* far the::driving variables- predict -class
membership derived from dependent variables;

During the course of the data analysis it has become clear that the classification using ‘
dependent variables is determined largely by channel substrate size or the various. combinations
of substrate type that commonly .,occur;. e.g. cobbles, pebbles and -gravel or boulders and
bedrock.etc. Therefore, if discriminant analysis is used to predict- morphological class from the
driving .variables then it-will effectively be predicting substrate size,:which is not an unrealistic
expectation. One would, expect to find that some sort of relationship between stream power,
geomorphology and substrate size is an important element of geomorphological characteristics
(for example: Ferguson, 198 1).

9.1 Variable

selection for- TWINSPAN

- dependent variables

Working from the base list of fundamental variables, above, the significant -geomorphological
variables were compiled-from the RHS database. These are shown in Table 9.2 below, andthe
outline methodology is indicated in Figure .9.1. Having chosen the set- of variables some data
transformation was then required for T-WINSPAN to be able -to use them as classification
indicators. For the-first attempt at classification the transformations.shown.in Table 9.2 were
used.
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Table 9.1:

Fundamental

driving

CANDIDATE
INDICES

and dimension variables
APPARENT
MRTINGS

Ih%‘EhTTORY,
CXASSIFICATION
ALLOCATION

ACHIEVXBLE
SURROGATE

DRIVERS

ENERGY

Streampower

7.5 for deposition,35
for instability

Channelslope(maps)
Field.gradient(reach)

Rosgen(1994)uses0.5, Allocation of some
2,4, 10%

Network power(see
‘location’)

none

Bankfull chanuelarea

Relateto ‘flood classes’ Classification

Roughness

As for substrate

Allocation

Hydraulicmeandepth
Substratesize

Continuousvariable
Internationalscales/@

Not feasible
Classification

Relativeroughness
Width or width/depth

Bathursthasscaled
Inventory
Rosgen(1994)uses
ClassifEation
w/D 12,40
No partingsZ
deviations Classification

none

I

RESISTANCE
(to erosionand
flow)

LOCATION
(network

Catchmentarea

Classification

Derive from MAF calculatedfrom
Wharton(1992) and
slope
Exists onRHS but remeasured
by GeoData
on 1:25,000maps
Not availablefrom
RHS,useSFor
networksize.
Surrogate- bf width
andbf depth
Feasiblefrom RHS
photos+ USGS
guidebook
Not feasible
Exists in RHS but as
categoricalsize
Not feasible
Exists (low andbf
flows)

011 RHS

locatio11,

catclmientsize,
x/Y)
Mainstreamlength
Streamorder, SF:DD
1 Grid co-ordinates
DIMENSIONS
PATTERN
(historical
overlay and
valley floor and
longprofile)

Sinuosity

Helpful to kill of
wet/dry contrasts
1 UK schemes
often use
Schummrelatedto
W/D
Leopold+ to S v Q

-I-/-floodplain/contined
pool/riffle spacing
+I- barsandspacing
CONDITION
(current
dynamics)

Stable/eroding/
aggrading
Sedimentsupply
Substratesize
Naturalness/
intervention
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Relatedvia width, to
‘natural’ mean
Relateto supply-or
transportlimited
interference?
GeoDataalready
classed

Classification
Classification
BewareEC useof RHS
Classification

Exists on RHS - poorly
defmed- remeasured
by GeoData

Allocation

Exists(qualitative) on
RHS
Canbe derivedfrom
RHS
Canbe derivedfrom
RHS

Allocation
Classification?
Allocation

PossibleTom RHS
pl1otos?

Schunm/Kellerhals
relateto load, slope
W/D ratiosetc.
Internationalscales/CD

Classification

Partingdevisedin RHS

Basisof RHS
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Exists in RHS
Available - calculated
frommap
Exists on RHS

Not feasibleto useRHS
sitesin u/s d/sorder
Exists in RHS but as
categoricalsize
Semi-nahudsites
defmedin RHS

.

Table 9.2: Initial list of variables
Variable
Bedrock
Boulders
Cobbles
Gravel/pebble
Sand
Silt
Clay
Artificial
Rapids
Cascades.

for TWINSPAN

Trausfonnaticm
couvert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
convert to % of reach
transform to 2 dichotomous variables
1 transform to 2 dichotomous variables

Slacks

transform to 2 dichotomous variables

Glides

tramfonn to 2 dichotomous variables :

Sinuosity

transform to 3 dichotomous variables

analysis!
New variable/s
Bedrock %
l
Bdulders %
l
Cobbles %
l
Gravel/pebble % I’
. Sand%
l
Silt %
l
Clay %
l
Artiticial %
l
rapids present (OJ)
l
raoids extensive 10.1)
i* cascades present (0,l)
l
cascades extensive (0,l)
( l slacks present (0,l)
I* slacks extensive CO;1\
l
glides present (0,l)
l
glides extensive (0.1)
I l sinuosityl (0,l)
sinuosity2 (0,l)
l
sinuosity3 (0,l)
1 l
N riffle index
l
N pool index
l
eroding cliff %
. side-bar %
. point bar %
. mid-&me1 bar %
l
bankfull .width index
l
baukfull ht left-bank index
l
banl&ll ht.left-bank index
l

l

I*
No. riffles.
No. pools
Eroding cliffs..
Side-bars
Point-bars
Mid-channel bars
Bankfall width
Left-bankfull ht.
Right b-11
ht.

1 nmltiulv bv 2 (a ranloeof O-140)
nu~ltiply by 2 (a range of 0-140j
convert to %
convert to %
convert to %
convert to %
multiply by 4 (a range of O-300)
multiply by 10 (range of O-70)
multiply .by 10 (range of O-70)

The initial classification derived from TWTNSPAN is shown in Figure 9.2 below. Only 44.1 of
the 478 semi-natural-sites could #beused in the analysis as the remaining sites had missing data,
which is inadmissible for TWINSPAN analysis. The Figure shows. the dichotomous- key that
allocates sites to classes. These .are .generated by TWINSPAN in the formation of the
classification. TWINSPANis
a divisive method of clustering, starting with all observations in
the same ,group and then creating divisions in the hierarchical manner shown. A score is
generated from variables it selects.as indicators at each stage and -then individual observations
are allocated to the left (negative group) and right (positive group) sides of each division ‘.
depending on their score in relation .to a threshok!. value that the--program generates. The
threshold values for each decision box are shown. This decision tree could be used to allocate
any new reach to the classes shown.
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I

GeoData

I

1 FUSS / 1 IFE
RHS ‘94 dataset
Site photos

Variables from maps
Q from channel
geometry
I

Variables from

Data

Bar&Ml discharge

II

‘1

/-----

1 /

REDUNDANCY

TWINSPAN

+r-------“~’

ANALYSIS.

explaining variance in dependent variables
from driving variables

analysis using dependent
variables only

DISCRIMINANT

ANALYSIS

extent of prediction of dependent variable
class from driving variables
I
.---- __.__....___,___
7 3

Process
------I

+

I

+

/

CLASSIFICATION

EXTENT

of sites using dependent
variables, i.e., on basis of
substrate size and

Outcome
Figure 9.1

OF PREDICTION

of geomorphological features from
driving variables. Ranking of driving
variables in terms of explanation of
variance in dependent variables
I

Data sources, Processes and outcomes for the RCT Project

9.2 Discussion

of initial

classification

It is clear that the major determining variables in this classification are substrate classes. There
is clearly a large degree of association between substrate classes, channel gradient, and the
presence of rapids and cascades and this tends to order the groups from .left to right. Groups
l-8 have progressively finer substrate, beginning with boulder and bedrock channels in group 1
and ending with clay in group 8. In fact, it is quite remarkable how the classification orders
sand (group 6), silt (group 7) and clay (group 8) in order of their respective grain size.
Substrate is important in terms of biological habitat and so there may be some useful
relationship between a physical classification of this type and biotic/environmental habitat
value.
After generating the initial classification it was decided that some of the variables were
unsuitable to contribute to the classification. During a series of subsequent TWINSPAN
classifications a number of modifications were made:
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l

l

l

l

l

l

The categorical measure of sinuosity. available in the RHS database did not contribute to
any of the indicator scores in the first fourlevels of the .TWINSPAN hierarchy and had not
been measured in a satisfactory way so it was excluded from the analysis. The categorical
measure was replaced with, a measurement of sinuosity provided by the GeoData Institute
for all semi-natural sites measured from 125,000 OS maps.
Side and point bars were considered to both be features of.channel sediment storage and so
were- combined into one,:variable - ZH&~KS - this had the advantage of having fewer zero
values.
The substrate class ~‘cu%fkinZ'~ has been excluded from the analysis as it was regarded as
being irrelevant for the purposes of classification, and nearly. all the values were zero.
Bankfkll dimensions were removed from the. dependent variables classification because
when these were related to the driving variables; including specific power, there would-be-a
circular argument since bankfkll flow was calculated from bankfkll dimensions.
Gradient ‘was removed .from the dependent variables’because it is also strongly related to
specific power.
The number of riffles was found to be a more accurate-indicator of riffle-pool sequences
than the less reliable number of pools after discussion with RFIS 1994 surveyors. Thus the
number of riffles alone was used in the dependent variable classification. In order to remove
the effect of channel width on the:number of riffles in a reach this was multiplied by bankfull
width to give a riffle j&ex since the number of riffles in a 500m reach is accepted as being
inversely related-to channel width..,.
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441 ‘semi-natural’

Figure 9.2:

sites (excluding all sites with missing

Initial TWINSPAN
Classification

Cobbles>= 1
Boulders>= 1
Bedrock>=],

Bnl7lywI

/ll~=lliI

Boulders>=2
Eroding cliffs>=1
Gravel/pebble>=1

c-t>
(-)
(-)

Bankfii,ll

GROUP 1:
* 39 members
l
Boulder, bedrock
and cobbl@
clmllels;

n Mediumlarge widtll
channels;
s Gradient - lowmedium-high;
l
Waterfalls and
rapids present;

Will7

(-)

(-)

(+)

Sand>= 1

1
4

GROUP 3:
l
71 members
l
Cobble channels,
most with gravel/
pebble;
l
Medium-large width
cliannels;
l
Gradienl - lowmedium;
l
Point bars oAen
present;
l
Eroding cliffs often
presenl.;

(-)

Bar@%11
width> =5rn (-)

c-t.1

qfpools>=lO

t
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No. ofpools>=

1

Eroding cliffs>=1 (-)
Sill>=2
(+I

Gravel/pebble >=lO

> =5171

-ve group <= -2
+ve group >= -1

GROUP 2:
l
42 members
l
Cobble, bedrock;
boulder and
gravel/ pebble
channels;
l
Small-medium
width channels;
l
Gradient - lowmediun~-high;
l
Waterfalls aud
rapids present;
l
More erosion
features than class
1.

(-)
i-j
(-)

1

Bedrock >= 1
-Nmber

-VC group <= 0
+ve group >= 1

IGravel/Debble>=5
, Side-bars>= 1
No. qfriJles>=3

-ve group <= -I
Sve group >= 0

Cobbles >=5
Eroding cliffs >=3

(-t)

t

(-)

Silt>= 1
(+)
Gravel /Pebble>=5 (+)

-VC grorq <= -1
fvc group >= 0

+

See text for full

Gradient> =O.02.5(-)

1

Gradien1 > = 0.05 (-)

Cascades present (-)
Point bars >= 1 (+)

Most figures in the tree diagram refer to the number ofspotchecks in 500m et which the variable has been recorded. Figures
in italics are actual numbers or have units as shown. Figures in
bold italics are the threshold conditions for entry to the positive or
Bach box shows a set of condiiions, each with a

GROUP 4:
l
31 members
l
Small-medium
width channels;
l
Gradient lowmedium;
. Gravel/pebble
+cobble t-bedrock
channels;
l
Pool-rime
sequences
v. coinnion

(9

.

-ve group <= 0
fve grow3 >= 1
+

t

GROUP 5:
l
125 menlbers
l
Low gradient
l
Medium-large
channel widths;
l
Gravel/pebble
substrate
dominates - some
+-silt & some
+cobble;
l
Riffle-pool
sequences
u11c0111111011
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c+>

No. of pools> =5

GROUP 6:
l
54 members
l
Low gradient
l
Small-medium
cliannels;
l
Gravel/pebble -fsilt + sand
substrate;
l
Riie-pool
sequences
v.c0111111011

+

GROUP 7:
l
65 members
l
Low gradient;
l
Silt substrate
dominates with some
gravel/pebble;
l
Riffle-pool
nncoinmon
l
Point-bars,
side-bars &
erosion
features
uncommon;
l
Channel width
verv variable

l
l

l

l

l

14 members
Low
gradient;
Clay + silt +
gravel/
pebble
substrate;
Medium size
channels;
Deposition
and erosion
feaiures
nnconunon

9.3

Further

data transformation:,

Distributions of the above variables were-examined to decide if transformations were necessary
to run in TWINSPAN. One of the most important data requirements of TWTNSPAN is for all
the variables to be able to be put into classes with common cut-off levels, e.g.,- 0;5, 10,25, 50,
100. This type of logarithmic cut-off pattern is often suitable .for environmental data to divide
the data up into roughly: .equal classes. Thus, variables can -usefully be represented as a
percentage or standardized to a range of O--100.
However, after standardization, variables showed a wide range. of skewed distributions,
typically with a long. tail of outliers and no single set of cut-off..values was suitable -for all
variables. This led to a loss of resolution in the analysis and an effective down-weighting ,ofthose variables. Transformation of dimension variables was possible to manipulate some of the
data towardsnormality
but .this would have made it difficult to interpret the .classiflcation
produced.
Following the methodology used by Moss (1985), sinuosity and riffle index were. divided into 5
and -6 classes respectively which- were then -represented by durnmy~ variables.’ Splitting ..a
variable into. a set of: dummy variable classes gives greater control over the. TWINSPAN L
classification. It allows the operator to split the variable into chosen ranges. The-output is also
easier to interpret as physical patterns of positive values emerge in the two-way table.output.
These dummy variables are dichotomous (0,. ‘1) variables simply indicating presence/absence of.
the particular class for each variable. TWINSPAN can use presence as a group indicator, but
not absence, since two sites both.not -possessing a characteristic does not necessarily make
them similar. Magnitudes of other.variables which are not transformed in this way can also use
be used as group -indicators.
Having transformed @$?e i&ex and si~nrosity into -classes, it then became straightforward to
manipulate the remaining L.variables with the TWINSPAN
cut-offs to produce- greater
resolution. The smallest possible value for-data originating as spot-checks was lo%, i.e. 1 spot
check -multiplied by 10 to convert-to %.- Therefore, this was taken to be the lowest. cut-off
value. The full-range chosen was 0, 10, 20; 30, 50; lOO..Other variables such as slacks, glides;
rapids and.cascades;being ordinal/ranked data, were.simply mapped. onto .the relevant values,
e.g. 0, 1, 2 3 0, 10; 20.
The flow diagram in Figure 9.3 (overleaf) summarizes the improved data transformations used
to prepare the data for TWINSPAN analysis.

9.4 Stability,index:
A stability-index was produced by GeoData which was to be addedto the dependent variables.
This, it was hoped, would contribute a measure of erodibility. or resistance to stream power.
However, it proved difficult to classify a large number of sites or to develop a scale of stability
that could .be, interpreted easily. A scale was devised relating to the stability. of.bank and
channel:substrate. However, the vast majority of sites fell into only two categories as Figure
9.4 (below) shows.
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Figwe 9.3:

Further Data Transformation
RCVYNG

Pl.l!7fT~l’&Q,lK

l’BmK

!ES/NO)
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Stil SPOT CHECKS
=a 8 NEW VARIABLES
(COUNT
O-10):
COBBLES, BOULD.!%$
BEDROCK,
GR4 VELJPEBBLE,
SAND, SILl: CL4Y,
ARTIFICIAL

FROM GEODATA
SINUOSITY
bR0~
1:25000 OS
MAPS

SIDEBAR
8 UNl!fZG. POINTBAR
.
VEG. POINT BAR
FOR L t R BANKS
(YBSMO)

l

-

r

ISPOT CHECK

-_-----

VEG.

v

SUM -I-VE SPOT CHECKS
=a 1 NEW VARIABLE
LXYES (COUNT
O-20)

IviULTIPLY
BY BPWIDTH TO
STANDARDISE
FOR WIDTH

i

1

I

CONVERT

SUMMARY

LIST OF VARIABLES

RANGE

TO o/u

USED IN TWTNSPAN ANALYSIS:

Channel substrate types

Channel features

BEDROCK (%)
BOULDERS (%)
COBBLES (%)
GRA VEL/ PEBBLE (%)
SAND (!X$
SILT (%)
CLA Y (%)

TWOBARS (%)
ECYES (%)
GLIDES (0,IO, 20)
SILACKS (0,10,20)
CASCADES (0, 10, 20)
RAPIDS (0, 10, 20)
SINUOSITYOI.. 05 (CLASSES)
RUFIDXOI.. . 0 7 (INDEX CLASSES)
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SPLIT INTO CLASSES AT
CUT-OFFS:
0,4, 12,22.5,37.5,75,
100%

v
ISPLIT INTO CLASSES
!UT-OFFS:
.I, 1.2, IS,3

AT

DISTRIBUTION

OF STABILITY CLASSES

Legend for Figure 5:
1
Bank&able & substrate stable
2
Bank stable & substrate unstable
3
Bank. unstable & substrate unstable
4
Bank unstable & substrate stable
5
Bank stable & substrate stable and unstable
6
Bank unstable& substrate stable and:unstable
Bank
stability unclassifiable & substrate stabilitv unclassifiable
7
Figure 9.4:

Frequency of Stability Classes

The classification was generated using a set of rules to identify bank andzsubstrate stability
and-instability (see Appendix 2). Classes 5 & 6 (both with “substrate stable’& unstable”) arise
as a result of sites fulfilling the criteria for instability. and that for stability; Interpretation of
such classes is not really, possible. This -makes the’ index difficult to use because stability,
index: 6 in particular contains about 25% of all sites. The underlying problem is that the
information available in the 1994 RHS survey was not suitable to derive a stability index.
Despite the inherent problems in the stability index a trial was undertaken to-assess its impact
on the TWINSPAN classification of dependent.variables. The stability index was added to the
list of dependent.variables as a series of seven dichotomous dummy variables. A TWINSPAN
analysis was carried out and the output was compared to the previous. output. without the
index. Virtually no change whatsoever resulted from-the inclusion of stability index. A total
of about 10 sites were re-allocated to different classes. This was mainly as a result of the fact
that over 75% of cases fell into only two categories which were evenly -distributed over the
classes.
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These results do not at all invalidate the reasons for developing a stability index. Rather, they
highlight the requirement for data collection suited to geomorphological research, as a stability
index or measure of erodibility would be an extremely powerful variable in analysis of reach
stability. It has been interesting, for example, to examine those channels thought to be unstable
against the frequently quoted threshold for instability of 35 W mm*.Although this ideally
requires more thorough data collection to give reliable information on stability, the analysis is
discussed in section 11.2 below.
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10: IMPROVED
ANDKEY

TWINSPAN

CLASSIFICATION

RESULTS

Successive refinement of the choice of variables and the: data transformation as described.
above led to an iterative process of TWINSPAN analysis, inspection of. the resulting
classification,. further manipulation of. variables to improve resolution. and ;.-then further
TWINSPAN analysis. After -12 such iterations the set of variables used was thought to be as
reliable as could be achieved with the data available. The resulting classification is shown as a
dendogram in Figure 10.1. Only.436 sites are included. in this classification because the added
variable sinuosity supplied by GeoData had ,some missing .values. This can be used as an
allocation key for -new cases where the appropriate ,data is available. i:This is believed to be ’
more robust because of the process of refining the variables used in the TWINSPAN analysis.
It can be compared-with the initial classification in.a cross-tabulation of-class shown in Table
10.-l. This shows that thexlassifitiations-remain similar, even after the considerable adjustments
were made to the form of the.data: Most reassignments of class occur close to the ‘diagonal’,
top .left to bottom right, i.e. any movement isto adjacent groups. This is-mainly a result of the
fact that the groups continue to be based largely orrsubstrate and therefore it is unlikely for a
river to be re-classified far from its substrate class.
Table 10.1:. Re-assignment
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436 ‘semi-natural’

Figure 10.1:

Key to TWINS.PAN

sites (excluding

Chssification

I
4

I Cobbles>=2

I

Bedrock>=1
Bouldcrs>=2
Cascades>=prcse’nt
Gravel/pebble
>=I
Cobbles>=3
-ve grorlp
-tve grory

Cobbles>=3
Boulders>=2
Gravel/pebble>=1
Bedrock>=5
Sinuosity=l
- 1.1

c= -I
=-= 0

(-)
(‘1
(-1-j

NB: Negative groups are always on the left hand side and positive groups on
the right. Rifle index and sinuosiry ‘are calculated values (refer to text).
Most figures in the tree diagram refer to the number of spot-checks in 500m
reach. Cascades, rapids, glides and slacks are measured on an ordinal scale (
‘IIOIIC, present, extensive’ (refer to RI-IS manual for details).

sites with missing values)

C-J I

Bedrock>=1
Rapids>=present

4

(+I

12.4 (+)

1

r+ve

-VC group <= -1
-be group >= 0

I

Cobbles >--5
C-1
Side bars -I- point bars>=G (-)
Bedrock>=1
(+I
Cnscades>=present
(-I-)

Sand>=1
-VC group

(+)
= 0

grull’>=1

I

-ve grorrp <= 0
+ve grorip >= 1

+

Rnpids>=present
Cobbles>=3
Side +point bars XJ

L

Side bars + point bars>=4
Rime index= 75 - 124.9
Eroding clifW= 2
Mid-channel bar.00
cobblcs~=3

+

pg=F

1I’

lBcdrock>=l
Cobbles>=3
Slacks>=present
Glides>=present
t-1
RilTle index= 74.9 - 124.9 (-)
(‘1

(+I
(‘1

-ve group

<= 0

ive group

>=I

C-I-1
L

RiIllc index= 0 - 12.4 (+)
Side -I- point bars>=2
(t-)
Gravel/pebble>=3
Slacks>=present
-ve group -c= 0
i-w group >= 1
L

(+)
(+)
(-‘-I
(+I
(+I

-vc group <= 2
+vc group >=3
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Side+poinl bars>=2
(-)
Eroding clifls>=2
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Mid-channel bars10
(-)
Rime index= 75 - 124.9 (-)
Riflle index- 0 - 37.4 (+)
Clay>=1
(+I
-VC group - -2
.-I-VC grorq >= -I

--

4.6

1

Substrate size/category is clearly a persistently dominant. feature in classifications developedto-date. This is useful because there is a de f&o classification of rivers based.on predominant
channel material. Rivers are often described by fluvial geomorphologists as, for example;boulder,, cobble, .gravel or sand-bedded; alluvial or clay channels as the first, most basic,.level:
of description While there is great variety withinthese simplistic classes, this serves to locate
the river within a broad range of geomorphological types. The classification developed here
refines and adds scientific rigour to this. common description by determining t‘partings”
between, classes and-by integrating important geomorphological variables.with substrate types.
It is apparent.that most of the classes have distinctive geomorphological characteristics, though
perhaps many of these are not available for analysis in the RHS database.

10.1 Summary

of class characteristics:

Summary statistics are given for.all classes in Appendix-3.. A description is also given below of ..
class-characteristics. It is useful to refer to Figures 10.2-10.24 which,show boxplots of all the
variables discussed bycstream. ciass.
The summary of class characteristics below -includes. descriptions of classes in -relation to
driving variables, although these were not used to generate the classification. For a summary
of variables used to generate the classification see Figure 9.3 .. References made below to
statistically.significant differences between median values of each class are derived from 95%
confidence interval boxes. The abbreviation .‘&d” stands for “statistically significantly.
different”. -.

l

l

l

Classes 1. Sz 2 are both dominated by a combination of boulders,, cobbles and. bedrock.
There are no statistically.significant differences between channel substrates in classes 1 & 2
but class 2 tends; to have a higher. proportion of cobbles whereas class 1 has a higher
proportion of boulders, both,. in combination with bedrock. The main distinguishing
differences in geomorphological features. between classes 1 and 2 .are as follows: the riffle
index for class 1 channels is relatively low compared to class 2 (ssd). There are also fewer
side bars (ssd) and fewer eroding cliffs (ssd) in class 1. Cascades .and rapids are usually at ..
least -“present” in both classes. Channel gradients, bank&l1 channel widths and specific
power are very similar between classes 1 & 2 (not ssd). These classes have the highest
median. specific power of, all classes but .it is. only statistically significantly different from
classes 8, 10, 11 and 13.
Class 3 is dominated by .bedrock and -boulder channels with- some gravel/pebbles. (ssd
compared to classes 1 & 2 which were not ssd). It has the highest proportion of bedrock
spot-checks (ssd) of all classes. Median channel sinuosity is the lowest of all classes (ssd
compared with most. other classes). Rapids. and cascades are usually present. Channel
gradient and specific power is-statistically. no different from classes 1 & 2.
Class 4 rivers are dominated by cobble-bedded channels, usually with gravel/pebbles. The
median proportion of cobbles is ssd from all other classes. They. have a relatively high
number of side bars in comparison to other classes- (ssd from classes 1, 8, 9, 11, 13).
Cascades are almost completely absent. Rapids are present in more than 50% of the class,
similar to classes 1, 2 & 3 and ,unlike classes 5 through to 13. Median-channel.sinuosity is
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2nd highest of all classes but only ssd from class 3. Median riffle index is the 2nd highest of
all classes, ssd from all classes except 2, 5, 6 & 7. Median bar&Xl width is the largest of
all classes (ssd from all classes except class 5). As one might expect, distance from source
is also relatively large and from the distribution of stream orders by class it can be seen that
class 4 has the greatest absolute number of 5th order rivers. Channel gradient is lower (ssd)
than classes 1, 2 & 3. Specific power is relatively high compared to all classes and not ssd
from classes 1, 2 & 3. The description implies that this is a powerful class of rivers and so
one might expect marked erosion activity. From the spot check of “eroding cliffs” one finds
that this group have a relatively high score on this variable, none of these channels having
less than 2 “eroding cliff’ spot checks.
Class 5 rivers are dominated by a combination of cobbles and gravel/pebble and nearly
always with some bedrock. They appear to have a relatively high number of point bars and
relatively low channel sinuosity (although they are not ssd from most other classes). Riffle
index is similar to class 4. The median channel gradient is similar to class 4. Specific power
appears lower than class.4 channels but, again, the difference is not ssd. The prevalence of
cascades appears more widespread in class 5 compared to class 4. Nearly 50% of channels
have such a feature whereas they are almost absent from class 4.

l

Class 6 rivers are dominated by a combination of cobble and gravel/pebble beds and are
nearly always found in combination with boulders. These rivers tend to be located further
up the river network than rivers in other classes. This can be seen by inspection of the
boxplots of distance from source (Figure 10.6) and reach altitude (Figure 10.5). There are
no channels greater than 3rd order. They are the smallest width channels of all classes (ssd
from most of the other classes) and they have the highest median gradient. Because-of this
the median specific power is relatively high, similar to classes 1, 2 & 3. However, the class
also has one of the lowest counts of eroding cliffs, with a median of 0. This apparent
stability may be because of the coarseness of the channel substrate and the resistance
provided by boulders in the channel bed.

l

Classes 7 St 8 are almost exclusively gravel/pebble bedded rivers. The proportion of
gravel/pebble spot checks in both classes is ssd from all other classes. Class 7 rivers have a
marked tendency to have steeper channel gradients than class 8 although they are not ssd.
Cascades are completely absent from class 7 (even though it has higher gradients) but do
occur occasionally in class 8. Rapids occur but are uncommon in both classes. Bankfull
widths also appear to be slightly greater in class 7 and this is reinforced by the fact that
there are a significant number of 5th order rivers in class 7 but none in class 8. The
geomorphological differences between the two classes are that class 7 rivers have (a) much
higher riffle indices (ssd) than class 8, (b) higher number of point bars (ssd) and (c) higher
number of side bars (ssd). Median sinuosity is similar between the two classes although
class 8 has a large number of outliers with much higher sinuosity than class 7. Eroding cliff
spot checks are markedly higher in class 7 (ssd) than class 8 reflecting, perhaps, the higher
median specific power in this group.

l

l

Class 9 are rivers dominated by gravel/pebble substrate with some cobbles. The number of
gravel/pebble spot checks is ssd from all classes except 10 and 11. In geomorphological
terms, this class is very similar to class 8 in many respects. The differences are that side
bars are more common in class 9 rivers (ssd), and secondly that slacks are present or
extensive in over two-thirds of sites in class 9, whereas in class 8 slacks are relatively
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uncommon. Class 9 rivers tend to be slightly larger rivers than class 8 although they are not
ssd in respect of bankfull width or catchment area .
l

Class .lO is also dominated by..gravel/pebble bedded rivers in combination with silt. There is

significantly more silt (ssd) in class 10 than all other classes except class 13. Class 10 is
distinguished from classes 8 and 9 by a greater prevalence of mid-channel bars (not ssd) and
a greater number of point bars (not ssd).
l

l

l

Class 11 are dominated by graveupebble bedded rivers in combination with sand. This
group is also characterised by a very infrequent occurrence of side bars (ssd from classlO). .:
In other respects it is similar-to class 10.
of .sand-bedded rivers with. lsome gravel/pebble substrate. The
proportion of sand substrate spot checks is statistically significantly greater-than in all other
classes of river; The flow regime in class 12 rivers is dominated by glides with very
infrequent slacks. Mid-channel. bars and -eroding cliffs. occur with greater. than average
frequency (for all sites). Side bars are very frequent by comparison with other classes, and
median channel sinuosity is higher than is the case in all other- classes (although it is not ssd
from any of them).. .Riffle index is joint lowest with class 13 (ssd from all other classes).
Reach altitude is lower than for-any. other class (ssd from classes l-6). The lowest median
specific power of all classes (but not ssd from classes 8 through to 13). Bankfull width is
also relatively large in comparison to classes 8 - 13 as is distance from -source. although
these differences are not ssd. :
Class

12 is a group

Class 13 is a relatively large group (69 members) of silt substrate dominated rivers. Riffle
index is joint lowest with class 12. Sinuosity is relatively.high compared to other classes as
one would expect in lowland.channels. Side bars, point bars, mid-channel bars and eroding
cliffs all ,have median values of zero. suggesting ,relatively stable. fluvial systems with :little
deposition and little erosion. Alternatively, fine sediments produced such features by they
are either submerged, difficult to -see or are rapidly vegetated. Median- gradient is low
(statistically similar to classes 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) and so specific power is also low. Only
class 12 has a lower median value.

These characteristics are summarized in Figures 10.2 to 10.2;1 below, which.depict.the
distribution of characteristics within each class.
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CHANNEL GRADIENT BY STREAM CLASS
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Figure 10.24:

19.2 Validation

Distribution

of Stream Order by Stream Class

of the classifkation

and other methods of clustering

Assessing the success or validity of the classification produced is a largely subjective process.
To some .extent it has been possible to find. statistically significant differences between
variables by class which gives an element of objective validity to the classes but in many cases
this is not possible. A further technique that gives some idea of the separation of classes is
ordination.
Figure 10.25 shows the results of detrended correspondence analysis with sites coded by
classes produced in the classification. This demonstrates the “proximity” of classes to one
another and locates misclassified or outlying sites for further investigation. The groups are
relatively distinct which adds-confidence to the classification. There is, however, a degree of
circularity in this argument-as TWINSPAN is also based on correspondence analysis and so
one would expect such a pl.ot to show relatively good definition of classes.
Other methods of clustering were also investigated to.compare with TWINSPAN; For this we
use a minimum variance clustering of a matrix of Gower’s similarity co-efficient calculated
between all sites., Classes derived from this clustering are also shown on the DCA in Figure
10.26.
The result was markedly less visually successful than the classes produced by TWINSPAN.
The main problem.was that sites with little similarity to any others tended to be classed
together, i.e. “dumped”. In order to make sense of the
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classification these sites would need to be re-classified into other groups - a highly subjective
operation. The other advantage of the TWINSPAN analysis over other clustering techniques
is that it produces a key to allow allocation of new cases to classes.
The cross-tabulation of class in Table 10.2 shows that there is a large deaee of similarity
between the classifications generated by minimum variance clustering and TWINSPAN.
A
number of classes, for example TWINSPAN 13 and minimum variance 1 are almost identical
due to the dominant effect of substrate in determining classes in both methods.
Table 10.2: Cross-tabulation
variance clustering method

of class derived from TWINSPAN

and from a minimum

The identification of classes from the TWINSPAN .output is, however, also a subjective
process. In some cases sub-divisions may be made to reveal distinct groups with similar
geomorphology but there comes a point, not least because of unjustifiably small class size,
when further division of groups is not valid. To decide on the justifiable division and subdivisions consideration has been given mainly to creating groups, large enough to have
statistical validity, with apparently similar geomorphological features as well as similar
substrate types. The first seven divisions were largely dictated by substrate type and then,
further sub-divisions have been allowed if there appeared to be geomorphologically
distinguishable sub-groups. The value of the boxplots in Figures 10.2-10.24 is that it is
possible to see in which variables the classes are statistically significantly different.
There is some similarity with Rosgen’s (1994) classification procedure which is also a
hierarchical decision tree. His typology first determines a general class of channel
geomorphology on the basis of planform, degree of entrenchment and width/depth ratio and
then proceeds to sub-groups of this class determined by slope class and substrate. What is
being proposed in this study is approximately the reverse of this: the initial class being
determined by substrate and then sub-groups being allocated by other distinctive
geomorphological features. The fact that groups have a physical relation to one another is an
advantage in that rivers that are undergoing geomorphological change may move between
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adjacent groups, Therefore, there may be some degree of ‘successioI1’ between groups as
substrate compositions and geomorphological features develop in.fluvially active reaches.
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11.0..NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES TO RELATE DRIVING
VARIABLES TO DEPENDENT VARIABLES
As was .discussed, above, one of the primary aims of the RCT project was to relate driving
variables. to dependent variables and to examine. how far it might be possible to predict
geomorphological features from driving variables.- To recap,-the driving variables available
were stream- order, catchment area, gradient; bankfkll discharge, and, from. these variables,.
specific ,power (stream power per unit width) could be calculated. The dependent variables
were those used to generate the,’ TWINSPAN
classification In general, they. are
geomorphological features (for a summary see Figure 9.3).
The aim of this part of the project was to use -numerical techniques to quantify. the:relationship
between the driving variables and the dependent variables or channel features...There were,two
aspects .to this -(i) to see how far.it was possible to predict -TWINSPAN-derived
dependent
variable class from the drivers and (ii) how much of the total variance in the dependent variable
set could be explained by the drivers- and which of the. drivers were ‘most important in
accounting for variance.

11; 1:. Limiting

data:

The subset. of sites used for this analysis was reduced .even further to only 371 sites as the
bankfi.rll .discharge ,data calculated by. .GeoData was limited :to those sites for which the.
Wharton (1992) channel-geometry method was suitable. Sites. could only, .be used in the.
analysis which had no missing values.. This may have introduced some further. bias to the
subset used as the method is scale dependent.

11.2 DisCriminant

,functioti analysis:

Discriminant function analysis was used to. try to predict:, dependent, class from. driving
variables. The correct prediction rate was low - only about 17% of sites could be correctly
allocated to class by the. driving variables. Some classes could be predicted relatively. well
compared to others as shown in the classification summary in Table 10.1..
Specific Power was the most important predictive variable among the drivers; This ‘was
determined through a stepwise Canonical Correspondence Analysis of driving variables against.
stream class- (transformed to dummy -variables).- This ‘can also be illustrated via a boxplot of
specific power by class (Figure 10.4) which shows that some classes have a relatively small
range of specific power and are therefore more easily identifiable.
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Table 11.1: Results of Discriminant
Variables
1 CLASS

1

TOTALIN
CLASS

1

56

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

20
50
28
22
8
24
9
13
31
41
40
26
368

10
II
12
13
TOTAL

11.3

Redundancy

1

Analysis-- Predicting

COB.RECTLY
CLASSIFIED

Cl&s from Driving

( PROPORTION

23
2
23
1
0
3
0
3
2
0
0
4
3
64

1

0.41
0.1
0.46
0.04
0
0.38
0
0.33
0.15
0
0
0.1
0.12
0.174

Analysis:

Redundancy analysis is a technique for relating many independent variables to many dependent
variables. It can be viewed as an extension of multiple regression which relates many
independent variables to one dependent variable. It can.be carried out in a .stepwise fashion in
the same way as multiple regression to build a model using the best sub-set of variables that
Monte-Carlo
explain, in a’ statistical sense, the variance in the dependent variables.
permutation. tests were used to test the significance of the. proportion of variance that is
accounted for by each driving variable. Variables that do not add to the explanation of variance
in the dependent variables become redundant, although this does not necessarily mean that they
had no explanatory power over the dependent set.
Table 11.2: Explanation

of variance by driving variables

VARIABLE

Loglo Specijk Power
plus Log10 Crrtclment
plus Log10 Gradient

SIGNIFICANCE
LEVEL (P)

% OF VARIANCE
EXPLAINED
(CUMULA TIE)

0.01
0.01

6.2
Arec~

8.6
8.5

0.01

The results of the redundancy analysis (Table 11.2) show that about 8.5% of the variance in
the dependent variables can be accounted for by the driving variables. Specific power is by far
the most important single variable, explaining about 6.2% of the total variance. This may seem
a very weak relationship but a result of this order is common in environmental data where there
is a lot of “noise” and where the dataset is an eclectic collection of variables. More important is
the statistical significance of these relationships, Permutation tests show that the relationship
between specific power and the dependent variables is significant at the 99% confidence.limit.
Catchment area and gradient are also statistically significant drivers but account for a very
small proportion of variance in the dependent variables.
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Specific ..power is apparently a more powerful explanatory variable than its two main
components, gradient and discharge per unit width, as the above results were obtained from an
analysis using all of these variables as ‘drivers’. These results add weight to the results of the
Discriminant Analysis that specific power is the single best predictor of class. It should also be
noted that gradient accounts for. a proportion of variance over and. above its role as a
component of specific power.
The. biplot shown in Figure 11,l is a redundancy analysis ordination of sites in terms of
dependent variables and drivers; It shows the vectors of the driving variables in relation to’this.
Classes are shown as different symbols. For clarity, the classification has been simplified to 8
classes, i.e., classes generated by TWINSPAN after the first seven divisions. It can be seen that
there is a progression of classes in the direction of the ‘specific power’ vector. This implies that
if engineering works caused changes in specific power (straightening meanders, altering
channel dimensions or roughness) this could cause transformations in a river -reach from one
class to another. This can also be further illustrated by plotting ‘Q&W’ against Gradient (the
product being. proportional to specific power) and coding by 8 ‘main classes’ (Figure 11.2).
This shows ‘banding’ of classes at different levels of specific power.

11.4

Role of Channel

Substrate:

An important conceptual problem in the above procedure is whether channel substrate type
should be considered as a dependent variable. In terms of ‘channel processes it is not
completely satisfactory to restrict channel substrate to being either an independent or a
dependent variable. Substrate size and roughness play a part in determining a river’s flow
regime and therefore ability to transport material and-to erode new material.: However, it is
sometimes difficult to disentangle channel “features” from substrate type. For example, rapids,
cascades and step-pool sequences are almost invariably associated with boulder or bedrock
dominated channels and riffle-pool sequences tend to be associated with cobble or gravelbedded channels.
Considering the problems outlined above, the conceptual .model was altered by accepting
~
substrate type as one of the driving variables rather than a dependent variable. -In a redundancy
analysis this marginally improved the explanatory power of the driving variables with respect to
the dependent variables. In total, they account for about 12% of the total variance in the
dependent variables: The two most important driving variables were substrate types; the
proportion of boulders and silt. These represent the two most extreme ends of the spectrum in
terms of river features. The relatively small proportion of variance that is explained may be
accounted for by only one or two features that are highly associated with these extremes; for
example, sites with a high proportion of boulders are almost exclusively associated with rapids I
and cascades, whereas sites with a high proportion of silt are associated with relatively low
numbers of riffles.
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SLOPE BY DlSCl-iARGE:PER UW1T~WIDTH-BY CLASS
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Figure 11.2: Slope by discharge per unit width’by class (specific power) !
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11.5 Redundancy
Substrate Class:

-Analysis After Stratifying

Dependent

Variables

by

Since transferring the substrate, types from dependent to independent variables did not seem
significantly to improve the model and it detracted from the relatively successful classification
work, this approach was not pursued any further. Instead, sites were stratified into three broad
bands of dominant substrate type, in order to control the effect of substrate type in determining
features.
A separate redundancy analysis was carried out for each stratum between the dependent
variables and the drivers. The result of this was that the driving variables accounted for only 5 7% of the total variance within each stratum. Log10 Area, logi gradient and logi0 Qi.5 /bank&l1
width. (discharge per unit width) were in most cases found to be statistically significant in
accounting for this small proportion of variance. Specific power, as a variable in itself, was
made redundant in the analysis. This is probably because having stratified by substrate type the
range of specific power within any one strata was very much reduced. However, the variation
in the components of specific power, discharge per unit width and gradient then become more
important in accounting for variance within the strata. This is equivalent to the spread of sites
within classes along iso-power lines. Catchment area also remains an explanatory variable
within two of the strata (Table 1:1.3).
Table 11.3: Explanation

of vhiance

STM TA

Bedrock,

in strata by driving

NO. IN
S’TRATUM
boulder & cobble

i
142

GrcrveVpebble

146
Scud, silt muI clq

53

11.6 Observations

variables

SIGNIFICANT
VARlABLES
ACCOUNTING
FOR
VARIANCE

LoglO Gradient
Loglo Area
Loglo Q, .,-/width
Log, o Area
Log, o Gradient
Log,O Q!,j/width
LoglO Gradient
Log,,, Area
no other significant

% VARIANCE
EXPLAINED
(C~MULA TIK?$)

4.4
5.7
7.4

3.2
4.4
5.5
3.5
6.1

on tbe Analysis:

In summary, a geomorphological classification of semi-natural rivers from the “dimension”
variables has been developed through a TWINSPAN analysis. While there is inevitably a large
subjective element in this procedure the classes produced have some statistical validity -and are
recognisable as identifiable types of rivers. This gives a good basis for comparison with any
further classifications derived from “driving” variables and demonstrates clearly the character
of the river sites in the survey and the quality of the data set available. The classification is also
useful in its own right as a logical process of delineation of rivers on the basis of substrate type
and it has the potential to further classify channels as sub-groups of substrate types on the basis
of geomorphological features, particularly if there were a larger and improved dataset. The fact
that it is based on substrate size makes it relatively easy to conceptualise for the casual user. It
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also demonstrates that the TWINSPAN technique has applications for deriving..classes from
this type of mixed data as opposed to other. clustering methods.
The techniques used to relate driving variables to the dependent variables demonstrate that
specific power is the single most important variable available’to explain.reach geomorphology
and substrate composition. The -relationship cbetween the-. dependent and driving :variables’
revealed by redundancy analysis suggest that changes in specific .power (which could .be
effected by river engineering).have the potential to transform a reach to an adjacent. class andtherefore, theoretically .:to alter its geomorphological features. While the relationship is
statistically significant; the ability .to predict dependent variables or class membership. from
driving variables is extremely limited. Furthermore, any transformation of a river from one
class to another will be constrained by the dominant effect of channel substrate size on.class.This might be considered to be relatively fixed. However, river maintenance. often alters the
roughness of the channel perimeter in some cases as well as modifying the flow regime,through
removing .. obstructions. and vegetation. This,:.- therefore may conceivably’ encourage
transformation from one class to another..

11.7 Review of classification

using channel photographs,

On the basis of analysis of the photographs taken by RHS surveyors of the field sites, there
appears to be a small number of rivers reaches that do-not fit easily within the-:TWINSPAN
class that has been allocated to them. Table.:1 1.4 indicates.the sitenumbers.concerned and the
nature .of the apparent classification discrepancy. No attempt has been .made -to put these
aberrant channels into other more appropriate classes.
Table 11.4: RECSsites which deviate from,their
Channel Class

1
2.

3

4
9
11
13

RRS sites
89, 126
(77), 92, 1.42, 143

201,1485
198
840
23
29
188
1161
1451
378
408

allocated channel class
Reason for discrepancy
wider
eroding banks; no trees; little
floodplain interaction; appears to be
a sub-class 2b ‘.
Closerto class 1
closer to class 2
finer bedload; pebbles and cobbles
closer to subclass .2b
upland (equivalent to class 4)
dry channel with.cobbles
vertical alluvial banks with slumping
? chalk stream with dense flora
modified channel (corrugated iron)
boulder bed

Table. 11.5 provides an assessment of additional channel attribute information that can be
drawn from- the site -photos, and that was .then taken forward to be -used alongside the
TWINSPAN semi-natural channel classification process.
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Table 11.5: Channel attributes derived from site photographs
Bed
BE-bedrock,
BO-boulder,
CO-cobble, PEpebbI@wel,
SA-sand SIsilt
fs-fluvially sorted

BE, CO, BO, step
pools
BO, CO, fs

,

3

FP=2

S=l

BE, BO, CO, fs, step
pools

4

FP=l

S=l, wide

BO, CO, fs

5

FP=l

S=2, genehlly
narrow

CO, PE, fs

6

FP=l

S=l, narrow

CO, PE, BO, fs

I

FP=2

S=2, narrow

CO, PE

8

FP=3

S=2, narmwmid width

PE

9

FP=2

S=l: midnarrow width

PE

10

FP=2

S=2, narrqw

PE

11

FP=2

S=2, narrbw

PE, SA

12

FE’=2-3

S=2, narrow

SA, SI

13

FP=2-3

S=2, narrow

SA, SI

Trees

Moorland (no trees)

L

The review of the channel classification against the additional evidence provided by the site
photographs allows further insight into the characteristics which separate the broad channel
lasses. It is also possible to comment briefly on what appeared to be missing classes that field
experience suggests might be needed within a comprehensive river channel typology for
England and Wales:
l

No large rivers are represented within the classification. This is unfortunate since there are
significant numbers of semi-natural wide-channel sites in England and Wales. In principle
it appears surprising that channel width .is not a variable with a strong influence on the
classification, although it is recognised that this may be due to the lack of wide channel
within the sample.
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l

l

l

l

0

There may be an under-representation of some riparian vegetation types in lowland
rivers.
There may be a missing classes representing freely meandering rivers in floodplainsites
.
in unconfined situations.
There does not appear to be a class representing less-freely meandering. classes. of ,-’
channels in confined situations..
There is questionably an under-representation of upland rivers within the photoset:
Lack of headwater streams on non-bedrock sites (peatland sites).

Parameters that appeared from. the photographic analysis to be visually distinguishing. in
identifying the differences between river channel .classesinclude:.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Bed material
Degree of fluvial sorting of materials
Bank material
Floodplain interaction
Pool/riffle sequence
Step/pool sequence
Steepness
Sinuosity
Bank vegetation

Of lesser importance were features such as bars and features of erosion and. deposition.
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12.0 APPLICATIONS
TYPOLOGY
12;l Application

contextsand

OF’ THE RIVER CHiANNEL
implications

in the Agency

River Channel Typology (RCT) should -be a routine and significant component in Agency
decision-making and operations, and it will therefore need to play a distinctive and inherently
justified role alongside other classificatory approaches including River Habitat Survey (RHS),
River Corridor Survey (RCS) and large-scale. conservation evaluation (SERCON).
The
effective coexistence- of such evaluative and operations guidance systems within- the Agency
represents a strength..rather.than a weakness, provided that each component is applied at the
appropriate. stage and in appropriate circumstances without creating overlapping survey
requirements. The river channel information needs of the.Agency are many and- varied, and: it
is inconceivable that they could or should be met by a single descriptive, interpretative and :
predictive protocol. But equally, it would -in -practical terms be unacceptable.:-to introduce
conflicting or overlapping classificatory systems within a single organisation, and the RCT has
thus been devised specitically to offer the benefits of geomorphology’s powerful indicative and
predictive capability .without overlapping or confusing the similarly important roles of other
established systems. The basis -for, and ,rationale of, .this coexistence of distinct approaches is
discussed below.
River Channel Typology-,is in effect a device for instilling basic geomorphologjcal inference
into routine -Agency investigations and operations, and as such its role and context are both
determined by the nature of geomorphology in relation to other sciences of the river
environment. Channel geomorphology (which incorporates materials, forms and processes) is a
significant component of habitat, and thus at one level represents a standard input to ecological
conservation,.facilitating systems such as RHS and to ecosystem -management for fisheries
enhancement.. At the -same time, however, it is important to note that -geomorphology is a
constituent part of the environment in its own right. On that basis, RCT may have independent
significance.-as an indicator for geomorphological conservation and landscape enhancement
quite apart from its inter-relationship with ecology. The symbiosis of geomorphology and
ecology in such contexts is already catered for. in the geomorphological inputs to RHS, and
geomorphology could- also potentially be added to an extended SERCON approach. Similarly,
RCS currently includes descriptive elements which could be regarded as geomorphological; but
with- its rather different purposes it has relatively rarely been used for geomorphological
inference or -prediction, Manifestly, there 1are many contexts. in which geomorphology and
ecology do relate so closely that they can appropriately be handled within a common survey,
analytical and :decision-support approach - but this .is neither the whole’story, nor necessarily
the most important part of the story.
It is clear, nevertheless, that-in conservation (and associated habitat quality) terms, RHS carries
the core role of integrating geomorphology.with ecology. As will become apparent later in this
report,, both RHS and RCT recognise channel substrate to be a potent -overall diagnostic of
geomorphological characteristics, with stron,0 spatial and attribute inter-correlations which
reflect the underlying control of river pow-er. In part; this-convergence may ow-e something to
the fact that both classifications have been generated from the same data set, but the common
outcome from two separate analyses is an encouraging sign’ that the distinctively different
purposes.of RI-IS and.RCT can be served by a single approach to channel typology.
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At first sight, this could be taken to imply that the RCT classes should be incorporated within
RI-IS, and for basic reporting or classificatory purposes there may be some merit in this
suggestion. However, a complete fusion of the two systems is neither a necessary nor a desired
conclusion. In the role that is envisaged (below) for the RCT, the RHS national database
serves a valuable purpose in providing an initial basis for identifying the primary channel
characteristics which can best be used to designate channel classes and define the boundaries
between them. Operationally, however, it is expected that the use of RCT in circumstances
such as Catchment Management Planning or the predesign scoping phase of a Flood Defence
Project will utilise data collected outside the RHS framework, It is important, therefore, that
the implementation of the RCT (as opposed to its initial designation) must be free to benefit
from being able to-adjust to this broader information-gathering and inferential basis. Although
both RCT and RHS are likely to serve a broad range of purposes, there are some distinctions
inherent in their titles - the River Habitat Survey focuses specifically on habitat, environmental
quality and conservation, while the River Channel Typology is a generic device which has
‘equal relevance to almost all sectors of Agency activity.
The clear parallels between RHS and RCT thus far identified are rooted in a common concern
with conservation, and thus with the overall evaluation and classification of environmental
quality. However, it has already been stressed that the purpose of RCT is in no way limited to
conservation. Given the hydraulic significance of geomorphology, the task of providing
indicators of channel behaviour which can underpin decisions and operations based on the
fimction of the channel in conducting water and sediment flow, is of equal or greater
importance. Channel forms and materials interact with.the processes of water and sediment
flow in such a way that modification of either component has significant impacts on the other.
By recognising this association, the Agency has in recent years pioneered the development of
river management and “soft” engineering principles which enhance the land drainage
effectiveness of the channel while maintaining or improving its overall environment, to the
ultimate benefit of landscape and conservation as well as flood defence. RCT should be seen
primarily as a technique for supporting such enlightened river maintenance, engineering or
restoration. Its close links with RHS thus become welcome bonuses rather than the main
design requirement, and in this context the two systems stand alongside one another rather
than being fused. The need for compatibility and the efficiency gains of close co-operation are
undiminished, but the drive for complete integration is much reduced.
Inherent in this distinction of purpose is an important contrast of nature between RHS and
RCT. The conservation management purpose of RHS is predicated on the need to supply
indicators of conservation status which can underpin investment prioritisation and act as a basis
for performance monitoring.
The habitat quality concepts involved permit channels with
.enh~ancement capability to be identified, and offer valuable guidance as to the type of<
enhancement that might be viable. The same indices highlight areas of particular quality which
should be protected from adverse impacts from management tactics or development projects.
A similar range of functions can be specified for RCT, reinforcing the comparability and
interaction between the systems. However, in the case of RCT the core function is actually
quite different - it is to predict channel dynamism and thus serve as an indicator of potential
morphological and sedimentary instability and vulnerability, aspects which are specifically
addressed in the Report below. .Geomorphology is dominated by in-channel and down-channel
links which transmit physical impacts, and which therefore must be regulated or protected as
part of the river management process. Thus it is the task of RCT to characterise channels in
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such,a way that simple observable diagnostics may be used to infer past process dynamism and
predict future process dynamism. In this aspect of its function, RCT will usually be employed
quite separately from RHS:
Although it was not the- remit of Phase I of the RCT Project to. create an implementation
infrastructure,- it is highly instructive to give flesh to the above discussion of the relationships
between RCT, RHS ‘and RCS by considering the possible RCT implementation. contexts.
Without doubt, an important and routine function of the data (and perhaps derived map)
outputs of ,both RHS and- RCT will --be to provide an initial indication of ecological and
geomorphological’ status in response to queries at the sub-catchment scale.- In this reactive
mode,’ much of the information communicated will- be of attributes. (including overall
classifications) already assigned to rivers and stored in the archive, and in this respect there is
much to be said for instituting a single query structure incorporating,RCT within RHS so that
all pertinent data are yielded by a single extraction. To be effective, the combined information
system will need to be actively managed, both-to ensure that information is updated and toreap
the associated .benefitS of developin, 0 an ability to monitor change. In, the fullness of time;
update may be effected by-.a repeat national survey. In the meantime, there is much to be
gained from ensuring that ad hoc observations undertaken in support of individual. projects or
planning exercises should be fed back to the.RHS database. This presupposes that the RHS :
survey procedure-(enhanced periodically as appropriate) should become the routine. standard
for this scale of observation.
In the case of -RCT, particularly ,where channel .dynamism is the main focus, an equally
important context for implementation is likely to be systematic. queries driven by Agency
procedures such as Local Environment, Agency Plans and. river restoration. In both. these
contexts, the- national data archive -would offer an initial indication of likely status and
dynamism; as well as providing the best- available estimate of national, (or regional) statistical
norms for any particular attribute within a given -channel class. RCT. would be expected to
become a standard initial query mechanism-for these purposes, but would not be geared in
itself to. providing- local (reach .and sub-reach) indicators; for which purpose the existing
procedure’ of Fluvial Audit would be the preferred approach (Fluvial LAudit-..is a national
procedure adopted by the Agency specifically for Flood Defence purposes, which provides a
detailed local-scale survey and interpretation of geomorphological status and dynamics: its role
is in some senses similar-to that of River Corridor. Survey providing. sub-reach detail in the
context of a broader-RHS query). Similarly, withrmajor river engineering projects RCT would
provide review ‘data to place the.proposals -in context, but Fluvial- Audit would be necessary to
provide a design and impact evaluation input.
The conceptual and..practical links between .geomorphology and river engineering in the
Agency have become well-established and effective during the 1990s and this,.move is to be
applauded.. The various components of ,the Agency’s emerging set of national procedures thus
fit neatly together, and the selection of the appropriate approach for a particular purpose could :.
be assisted by a simple procedural guideline until- familiarity is acquired (by ,the.. “intelligent
client” co-ordinating or commissioning. the work. Through. such a set of implementation
contexts and approaches, RCT should become. accepted as a powerful‘ geomorphological
technique in its own right;, while at the same time ,fitting. .effectively into the broader
conservation strategy of the RHS procedure.
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12.2 Approaches

to channel stability

assessment

As was noted in Table 4.1 and Section 9.4, river channel stability is a findamental attribute for
incorporation into a channel typology, and an important concept through which such a
typology can be applied to the practical needs of the river manager and engineer. Channel
stability refers to the propensity of a river to change its morpholo,T in time and space. This
may either be achieved by deposition or erosion or both, and may be manifested in either
vertical or lateral changes in channel form or combinations of both. Stable channels are often
laterally or vertically inactive, but may also retain some degree of dynamism that over time
does not alter the dimensions of the channel. In this latter case the channel is said to be in
equilibrium. From a river management viewpoint, stable or equilibrium channels are the easiest
to live with, since they do not incur expensive intervention to maintain channel capacity or
prove little threat to structures or services in or adjacent to the river.
Unstable channels are, those that exhibit mobility across the floodplain or within the channel,
produced by the uneven throughput of sediments. Channels that exhibit both stable and
unstable tendencies are identified as undergoing change and are by definition unstable.
Unstable channels often provide varied habitat and have high conservation value but require
expensive mainttinance if attempts to enforce stability is pursued at the local level (e.g. bank
protection or de-shoaling). A characteristic of the natural river channels is a discontinuous
trend of stability. Reaches of channel may exhibit lateral erosion and the storage of sediments
in bar forms only to be superseded by a stable reach of relative inactivity. The arrangement of
these reaches is by no means predictable, but is important to consider when developing
management strategies of any kind for the whole catchment. The implication of this fact is that
for any one river, there may be many types of river reach and many types of individual
management scenario, but it is only when they are revealed in continuity that the links between
cause and effect may be identified and an appropriate management strategy formulated. TO
achieve this m:ill require contiguous data collection such as that carried out for RCS, or the
fluvial auditing procedure developed in Agency R&D project C5/384/2.- These methodologies
are better suited to providing this information. As it stands, RHS data collection methodology
provides an impressive sample of discontinuous river reaches. Use of the stability evidence
contained in this sample cannot identify cause and effect, but may be used to develop a
typology of river instability. Subsequent re-surveys of these sites in 5 - 10 years time will
provide important evidence of national trends towards river stability or instability within this
sample. With this limitation borne in mind this Section will attempt to:
l
l
l

l

l

Develop a methodology for interpreting river stability using RHS data;
Identify the limitations and assumptions of the methodology;
Examine the patterns revealed in the RHS semi-natural dataset from the 1994 survey and
comment on their significance;
IdentiQ areas where RI-IS data collection may be improved if a stability criterion is desired
as part of the -data analysis piocedure for RHS;
Suggest areas of fruitful fi&her. research (Section 12.3).

Strrbility indicntors and RILS ckrtn: Indicators of channel stability are well known in
geomorphology and are based on field identification of diagnostic factors combined with
assessments of historical change, usually derived from air photo or historic map analysis. Field
evidence may also be used to identify historical instability and involves analysis of sediments
exposed in the river bank or floodplain, as well as identification of floodplain features. Clearly
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with RHS data, one is limited to the-use of field indicators, and these are fk-ther constrained by
those specifically-collected for habitat survey.
Table-121 presents some of the field indicators that have been used .by geomorphologists to
assess channel stability and this list in itself is not totally comprehensive. Of these only half,are
really- available in the RHS dataset;,.with most of the omissions in the floodplain column. This
in itself provides some information on fbture additions to the RHS data collection methodology
which is discussed below.
Table 12.1 Field indicators of stibility
Channel Features

Braiding - Multiple
channels separatedby

used by geomorphologists

Bank Features

US

Large or frequent

unsegetated,
uncornpactedbars of

eroding cliffs of
unconsolidated
sediulentsdelivering:

exposed riverine
sediments

sediment directly to.
chcannel

Actively meandering large frequent point bars
with mid-chamrel bears
all composed of
unvegetated,
uncompacted exposed
riverine sediments. Cutoffs imminent and
recent.

US

Meandering - point bars
of unvegetated,
uncornpacted exposed
river-me sediments
Meandering - poimbars
and berms of fine
sediments with seasonal
vegetation growth.

US/S.

Large, unvegetated,
unstained, uncompacted
bars immediately
dowrstream of tributary
input
Loose, uncompacted,
unvegated sediments
showing evidence of
fluvial sorting (e.g.
dunes, ripples in fine
sediments; structures,
aligmnent, sheets in
coarse sediments)
Shallow pools filled with
loose, unvegetated
mixed-size sediments

US

US/S

Erosion of both river
banks for over 50% of
reach
Slabs, blocks, overhangs
indicate scour by fluvial
processes. Slumping,
slips and presence of
small terraces half-way
up bank face indicates
geotechnical failure of
banks.
Erosion of outer banks
at meanders (type of
bank erosion
significant) :.
State of fence lines,
embankments, and
arboreal vegetation collapse indicative of
lateral instability
Generally .uwegetated
banks with old slump
scars

US/S

Age of bankside trees
and structures

US

Presence / state of bank
protection and
structures
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Floodplain

us

Features

Cut-off channels - recent orold depending on stateof

US

preservationand type/degree

US

of infilling and vegetation.
Size of cut-offs compared to
present channel (smaller,
larger).
Old boulder dumps, or bar
formson floodplain (note’.
sediment type and degree of
cover by
moss/lichen/vegetation)

us

US/S

Old bank lines / cliffs on
floodplain terraces or valley.
sides

us/s

US/S

Presence of terraces - number,
proximity to channel, relief,
charity of feature and
composition if evident. Age of
vegetationlstructures
Age / location of structures,
field systems, boundaries with
respect.to present channel

US/S

US

US/S

us/s

Land use of floodplain and
vegetation type of riparian
zone

us/s

Presence, type and extent of
recent overbank deposits

us/s

Dissected riffles of
loose, unstained mi?edsized sediments

us

.

Any of the above but
with vegetated,
compacted, dark-stained
sediments. Large trees
on bars and berms.
Undermined /buried
structures in bed

Contracting /
undermined bridge
openings I footings
Old structures in
position
v-m
. . ^ Stable
^ .us= 7..
unstaole,

S

Bank materials cohesive
clays tend to be stable or
fail through slumpirlg.
Gravels and sands are
unstable and may scour
or slump. Boulders tend
to self-heal when fallen
to foot of bank.
Exposed gravels at toe
of bank

US/S

Vertical structure of sediments
exposed in river banks or
terraces / ditches on
floodplain.

US

Extent of floodplain estimated
in channel top-widths.

Valley type - narrow-V, Ushaped, Flat-floor steep sides,
Wide, terraced, chmel
confined by valley sides,
channel unconfined,

us

Gravels overlying fine
sediments and/or
organic sediments can
indicate incision

US

us

Vertical banks of
significant height

us

S

Gently sloping banks
well vegetated

S

US/S

Stability indices were identified from the RHS data collection sheets and from the rules for
field identification contained in the RHS guidelines. Much of the data contained in the RHS
data sheet can be used for geomorphological interpretation providing that this is based on
assumptions of
l
l
l

correct identification of geomorphological features
consistent identification of features across all RJ3S survey groups
scaled data in relation to channel width (e.g. pool-riffle spacing, number of point bars)

Of these the latter is significant, since the adherence to a static reach length (500m) does not
account for the lateral scale of the river which has been shown to be significant in the scaling of
morphological features. This can be illustrated by the following. Assuming that meander and
pool riffle spacing conform to a bankfull width scaling function of 12W and 6W respectively
then for rivers of varying width, the number of geomorphological features sampled will vary
according to Table 12.2 below. This is important if any form of reach stability is to be derived
from RHS surveys across all river types. What it does suggest is that for channels wider than
2Om, coverage of one or less meanders may represent very local processes and not more
general reach characteristics.
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Table 12.2:

The-effect of chtinnel scale on’ the theoretical number of.
geomorphological features surveyed.

Mean bankfull width (m) .

Potential number of.
meanders sampled /
500m ..

Potential number of:pool-.
riffle units sampled / 500m.

2.0

20.0

40.0

’

6.0 (RHS semi-natural
average) .-

: :‘.

6.0 --7.0

‘.

13.0

20.0

2.0

4.0

lOO.O-

<< 1.0

< 1.o ...

One of the important aspects of geomorphological channel stability analysis based on field data
is the description of the site in spatial terms. It is not sufficient to provide‘.simple listings offeatures, but rather it is necessary to interpret these in relation, to each other, both downstream,
across the channel- and vertically. This presented a significant. problem for analysis of RHS
data, since although SPOT data-is recorded for 10 cross sections, these do not readily permit
the reconstruction of spatial associations between bed, bar&.-and floodplain features. The
further data-split into.SPOT and SWEEP data types renders further spatial analysis impossible.
The data -manipulation required to produce a workable spatial dataset took.up much of the
project time.. However, there is an opportunity to improve the--spatial reconstruction of RHS
geomorphological data but this must .form part of fin-ther research.
Genernting cimnneI stability inclicntors frorfz RHS survey.~.clc&: The :broad aim, of this
procedure -is to develop criteria..for discriminating between those channels that. exhibit stable
geomorphological properties (e.g. stable perimeters;vegetated. deposits) and those which are
dynamic (eroding ,perimeters, numerous, unvegetated bars). In addition an attempt has been
made to develop interpretations of the stability categories so that the type and direction of river
channel change. may be quantified:
In the end,. the dataset was impoverished in some
categories and this necessitated the.lumping together, of stability xlasses. -Table 12.3 illustrates
the division of data used to differentiate between stable and unstable types of channel feature
as permitted by the RHS94- semi-natural dataset. The analysis used the. dataset generated by
Newcastle University. The classification was subjective, rules-based and was carried out using
ORACIXrelational
database. Rules were establish using a suitemof queries which-grouped the
data,.according to Table 12.3. Problems were encountered where there were missing: data
recorded for .categories, or where unique datasets occurred. Despite. these problems almost
68% sites were allocated to one.or more of the stability groups constructed.
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Table 12.3 Provisional

Dynamic

allocation of RIB

-:

Gravel/Pebble/s
and”
Earth*
Bare *
* is SPOT values >=5

‘C

sites into stability classes

Unconsolidated
(SWEEP)

Eroding Ecarth Cliff *

UVPB (>3)

VerticalAJndercut(SWE
WSB (>3)
W (El
Vertical+Toe (SWEEP)
UVMCB (>3)
@>
(E) is SWEEP values where abundance is >33%

Stability Chsificntiotz
Procedure - Substrate
classijkntion:
The geomorphological
indicators of channel. instability recorded in the interim report included most of the substrate
categories. After due consideration it was clear that these were not true indicators of instability
except in a few cases such as bedrock or sticky clay where there is a degree of certainty about
the resistance offered to erosion by the materials in situ. Nevertheless, substrate is an important
classifier of river type, and clearly has a significant role in determining the morphology of river
channels and the basic scaling of channel form (e.g. width/depth ratio).
The stability analysis was applied to the semi-natural RHS sites whose spatial distribution is
shown in Figure 12.1. The first procedure in stability analysis is to break down the data set into
substrate groups. This removes the substrate element from the classification process directly,
whilst simultaneously allocating instability type to substrate group. Six substrate groups were
used, based on those available in the RHS 1994 dataset. These were Cobble, Gravel & Cobble,
Gravel, Gravel & Sand, Sand, Silt. Boulder-bed channels, bedrock channels and clay channels
were kept as indicators of channel stability based on the subjective expert decision that these
were unlikely to provide erodible boundaries. Following this procedure, classification was
conducted using the rules outlined in Table 12.3 above. The frequency allocation of initial
stability classes for semi-natural RHS94 sites independent of substrate groups is shown in
Table 12.4 below. A total of 323 out of 484 (66.7%) sites have been allocated to a stability
group, leaving some 161 sites unallocated. These unallocated sites occur where there are
missing data in one of the stability index classes.
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Table 12.4: Stability groupings

and number of sites allocated per group

The spatial distribution of classed channels is shown in Figure 12.2 below. On the basis of
these stability groupings there are no reaches that exhibit wholly stable indices, although there
are 18 with dominantly stable indices (Groups 3 & 8). Conversely, there are 117 channel
reaches that exhibit wholly unstable indices and a further 129 with dominantly unstable
indices. Figure 12.3 shows the spatial distribution of unstable channels in the sample. This
leaves some 65 reaches of semi-natural channel classified as exhibiting both stable and
unstable indices. Nevertheless, the rules-based classification suggests that in the majority of
cases allocated, instability of the channel bed and banks is a natural feature, and that channels
with wholly stable boundaries are comparatively rare. The detail recorded in these 16 classes
can be broken down further into four main stability scenarios. These are illustrated in Table
12.5 below, together with a provisional operational interpretation.
Table 12.5 Provisional

interpretation

Stability Scenario
Stable banks + Unstable bed
Unstable banks + Stable bed
Unstable banks -I- Unstable bed
Stable banks + Stable bed

of allocation to four stability scenarios
Interpretation
Sediment entering reach: monitor features and banks
(maintenance necessary for capacity)
Incision / Sediment starvation (monitor structures for exposure of
footings, bank protection necessary)
Aggradation - dynamic geeomorphology (Avoid intervention conserve)
Stable channel currently in equilibrium (Intervention unnecessary
- conserve)

This condensing of the dataset was conducted to provide meaningful sample sizes to test for
the predictive ability of stream power in allocating river reaches to stability groups. Stream
power is a composite hydraulic term that describes the potential for the river at bankfull flow,
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instability

indicator

to undertake work in eroding. and transporting its boundaries. It has been used by
geomorphologists to predict.the tendency for a river to meander, braid or to erode or deposit.
Given its generally accepted utility in delimiting gross ,channel stability, the four indices
derived from the RHS dataset were tested against a value of stream power. -The values of
stream power were calculated according to the formula:
R = yQS/b
where L2 is specific stream power in Watts per square metre (W/m2), y is the.specific weight
of. water (9800 kg/s)- S is channel ‘slope obtained from- 1:25000 OS maps, w is channel.
bankfull width derived from the RHS database and Q = bankfull discharge estimated from the.
average of Wharton’s (1992) equations using RHS values for bankfull Width -and Depth and
applied only within the ranges used in the original -analysis. The. data used in the calculation
are presented in Appendix 5.
The values of stream power calculated in this way are subject to significant errors, conflated
through errors derived from using map values for channel. slope, tape estimates of bankfull
width based on only. one cross-section, and reconstructed bankfull ,discharges. Correlation of.
stream power with the individual variables showed that slope dominated .the distribution of : .:
values. This fact accounted for a number of sites that had low values of bankfull discharge and
channel dimensions, but high values of stream power. These represent. steep :.upland,
headwater streams.
Conversely, the larger-lowland rivers tended to have.low values of stream,,power, but large
values of bankfull discharge. Values of stream power were available for only 362 sites and
covered a range from 2. -. 18 15. W/m 2.. The broad.distribution of stream power was hoped-to
provide some assessment of.predictive ability despite-the known errors in this technique.

n
r

Table 12.6: Stream power.valuesassociated
Stable
med.

t

t

:-..

Silt

2

47.5

Sand

1

NA

1. rang
e
13.8 81.1
NA

Gravel/
Sand
Gravel

0

None

None

NA

9

107

570

4

135.6

I

NA

121766
58.8 269.1‘
NA

F
Gravel/
Cobble
Cobble

o
47.
6
NA

97:.9
NA

with substrate groupings of stability class

Bank unstable
Bed stable
med. ( rang

Bank stable
Bed unstable
range

2

4

3

1
2
3
2

Unstable
1

o

1 n 1 med.

1 range

8.0105
NA

1 40.9

1 - 1 NA-

1 NA

NA

2

112 ..

36 111
4489.6
57.7482,
7.2421

52.9

5

63.3

138

5
5
1
0
3
0

50.1

167
117

39
79.3

I

22.3 202
21.3114
4.61443
23 539
9.2 2578

Table 12.6 illustrates the range of stream powers associated. with each substrate ordered,
stability group, and Figure 12.4 indicates the spatial distribution of the varying stream powers
of the sample sites. There is a broad trend in Table 12.6 indicates an increase in stream power
from silt-clay sites to cobble dominated rivers. This was expected given the results of the
TWINSPAN classification. What was-unexpected was the: trend throughout most substrate
groupings for the lowest values of stream power to be associated with those rivers-exhibiting
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the highest incidence of instability, indices. This may be:.an :artifact of the data distribution
which is heavily weighted towards the. gravel;. unstable. index categories. Analysis of.the
stream .power groups based on the four main stability classes revealed that although
significantly different (Mann-Whitney U-Test at 95% confidence limit) the groupings differed
as follows; 1 < 2 > 3 and all > 4. One factor each class had in common was a median and
average value of stream.power. over the 35 W/m2 threshold identified by .Brookes (1987) as
distinguishing between channels that were able to erode their boundaries, from those that were
stable or adjusted their boundaries through deposition. Figure 12.5 displays the site data for
the four classes of stability according to stream power.
In most cases the values plot above 35 W/m2 which might be expected of the unstable
categories. However, what requires more explanation is the stability of sites above .this
threshold, including some that lie above the 1000 W/m2 value associated with actively
braided rivers. The key to the.distribution,lies in the substrate of those channels that lie below
this threshold. Below 35Wlm2 the rivers are characterised by silt, sand .and sandy gravel
substrate that require relatively low energy for sediment transport. Above the 100 and 1000
W/m2 thresholds,. the rivers are dominated by gravel/cobble and cobble substrates that require
higher energies for sediment transport: Although this-does not explain the presence of stable
river channel reaches it goes. some. way to explaining the. instability observed at low stream
powers.

_ _ _ _ _

-

-

___

Figure 12.5

35w/m!2

- 100w/m2
1mw/rn2
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Unstable

Barks

l

Unstable

Bed

0

U m table

Scatter plot ilhistrating the’relationship between stability indices
and specific stream power. Stes below the 35w/m? lirie are :
dominated by fine sediment substrates.
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In conclusion, it can be seen that it has been possible to conduct- a provisional stability
analysis using RHS field data and a set of rules-based allocation queries. This procedure is
limited and does not possess the important spatial associations generally required for
geomorphological assessment. Nevertheless, at broad level, four groupings were identified
that should be tested for statistical significance following the inclusion of the 1995 database
that will provide a more robust spread of site types, particularly in lowland areas. A test for
the predictive ability of stream power showed that although each group was statistically
significant, there was not the expected association between unstable sites and high stream
powers. This is considered to be an artifact of the data distribution and the errors inherent in
the estimation of stream power. Despite these limitations, it is clear that the majority of rivers
sampled are of relatively high energy, and exhibit some degree of instability in their bed and
or banks. Those channels that have unstable characteristics and low stream powers are
dominated by fine sediment substrates.

12.3 Priorities

for further

action

Further work is required to strengthen the stability analysis which has been identified as an
important basis for operational implementation of the river channel typology. This should
include:
l

l

l

l

exploration of the spatial associations between stability data (particularly SPOT data) that
may provide further classificatory indices (e.g. deposition associated with erosion, erosion
of both or single banks etc.)
Further categorical data analysis to test the significance of the stability groupings produced
from the rules-based classification.
Further discriminant analysis of the stability groupings using sinuosity to predict planform
instability.
Incorporation of a specific geomorphological section in future RHS survey based on data
outlined in Table 12.1 of geomorphological indicators.

At a more general level, it is possible to identify a range of priorities which would extend the
range and applicability of the river channel typology:
For cause and effect of river instability to be identified, RJXS methodology should be
applied to contiguous reaches of the same river in order to provide the link between
upstream and downstream channel behaviour.
Updating the information using 1995 data will undoubtedly improve the quality of
statistical analysis that could be performed and help to clarify the reality of some of the
groupings. In particular, further low gradient, fine substrate sites are required to typify the
natural stability trends of lowland rivers.
Consideration for future RHS of a morphological-based reach or a reach length scaled on
average channel width that would have geomorphological (and habitat) significance and
provide a greater consistency between surveys of rivers of different size.
Incorporation of a specific geomorphological section in future RHS surveys along the lines
of those outlined in Table 12.1.
Consideration of how to improve the ability to spatially associate data collected from an
RHS site. This could include a minimum of 5 photos per site covering bank erosion,
channel features, exposed river sediments, floodplain/riparian zone, cross-section.
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l

l

Methods to improve the -accuracy of measured data such as width; slope and depth. A
surveyed cross-section or average of three per site would:greatly.enhance the database at
relatively .little cost in time and resources. Values of surveyed slope, cross-section area at
bankfull, -and, a photo with scale of the substrate would enable more accurate estimation of
hydraulic variables such as stream power.
It has repeatedly been indicated that there is a need to expand the dataset used for the river
channel typology. to include the 1995 RHS survey that contains specific examples from
lowland rivers together with- a site value of channel slope and improved geomorphological
feature recognition;.

Overall, -then, .progress in the refinement of an operational river channel typology appears
likely to be best achieved by focusing on:.:
l

l

l

Enhanced data, particularly the .prospect of -using. RHS 1995. data collected on the-.
improved,. geomorphological specification. There may also be an opportunity to employ
some more site-specific information such as that already gathered for Thames Region sites,
both to assist in generating the typology and in providing calibration or testing.
Enhanced- information handling, perhaps by exploiting the advantages of replication by
maintaining the TWINSPAN analysis of 1995 data (and .possibly combined 1994/1995
data), but supplementing this with,other visualisation or analytical techniques. In addition,
a core refinement would be a focus on the introduction of simple (probably rule-based)
indicators, of channel stability. It is .felt that an ability to identify both a static
geomorphological
class and : a dynamic indicator would offer the ideal basis for
understanding the present/future behaviour of the channel concerned, and for .,proposing
management guidelines.
A.-management focus for the project output.-is essential. This could take the form- of
procedures through which to incorporate River Channel:. Typology -into the, standard
practices of the .Agency, including a role within Catchment Management Planning and a
more .comprehensive clarification of. the working relationship with, procedures such as
River Habitat Survey (with its Habitat Quality Index) and Fluvial -Audit. In the first
instance, this implementation thrust could concentrate on Conservation and Flood .Defence
functions. It would also be necessary to provide an input to .any drafting of guidelines on
new approaches to river management, and to prepare for the design of a sustained training
programme to ensure wide and informed uptake of the techniques devised.

12.4 Implications

for data,collection

While it may be possible (though not ideal). to envisage simple geomorphological data for
incorporation in RHS and RCT being gathered in the short term by, non-geomorphologists,
this flexibility is clearly-not available with Fluvial Audit.. Since the role,of reach and sub- :
reach. data is to ,provide a definitive indication of design inputs and impact predictors,
observation cannot be delegated to non-specialists without threatening the quality assurance of
the output recommendations or decisions.
There can be little doubt. that in scientific principle , geomorphological purposes are best
served by data collected by surveyors with significant geomorphological understanding.- As in
every other -scientific discipline, trained practitioners are best able ,to interpret guidelines,
achieve consistency, perceive subtle variations and be.able to supplement routine observation.
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In practice, however, resource limitation implies that such a target may well often be difficult
to sustain, and it is expected that in the short term much data collection will continue to be by
non-specialists. Nevertheless, since the RHS data will remain the primary national reference
archive of channel descriptors, it is important to the Agency that the geomorphological
observations within the RHS surveys should continue to evolve so as to maximise their ability
to serve the dual function - and these data needs are addressed briefly below. Continued
geomorphological enhancement of data collection would be particularly significant if RCT
operationally was to be implemented (at least for conservation purposes) as a component of,
or supplement to, an evaluative process driven by RHS. However, the appropriateness of
regarding RHS and RCT as symbiotic is ultimately dependent on further consideration of the
purpose, nature and implementation of the two systems.
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Appendix

1

Master Dataset derived from.RHS
FIELD

NAME

FIELD

database
DESCRIPTION

: i
!.
.;,
;:
‘?: .,
-.
.’
‘..
.. :
I.. b:.
,.y
~‘
, i;.
.,
..,:.

::
:
,_:
:.,
:
,.:
.- I

1 LBKRI

RAPIDS
X-BEDROC
X-BOULDR

( # Spot checksreinforced left bank

Rapids
Exposed bedrock
Exposed boulders
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1523
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. .:

1 1523

9
15
9

LBKP-HT
BKF-WDTH
RBKF-HT
ARTFICL
RVERTUND
VALYFORM
CHANFORM
LVERTUND
EA-SUM
CL SUM
PE-SUM
GP-SUM
BE-SUM
BC-SUM
ARJ!XJM
BK-MISS
BE
BO
co
GP
SA
CL
SI
AR

CSUBMISS
ECYES
MBYES
PBYES
SBYES
PTBAR2
NAVIG
CULVERTS
WEIRS
SEMI-NAT
CH-SUB
VPB
UPB
VSB
USB
VMB
UMB
ISLAND
BED-MATL

Left bankfull height
Bankfull width
Right bankfull height
Artificial channel
Right bank vertical undercutting
Valley form
Channel form
Left bank vertical undercutting
1 # Spot checksearth bank substrate
1 # Soot checks clav hank substrate
# Spot checkspeat bank substrate
# Spot checks gravel/pebble bank substrate
# Spot checksbedrock bank substrate
# Spot checksboulder/cobble bank substrate
# Spot checks artificial bank substrate
# Spot checksbank substratemissinginfo
if Spot checksbedrock channel substrate
# Spot checksboulder channelsubstrate
# Spot checkscobble channelsubstrate
# Spot checksgravel/pebble channelsubstrate
# Spot checkssandchannelsubstrate
1# Spot checks clay channelsubstrate
( # Spot checks silt channel substrate
# Spot checksartificial channelsubstrate
# Spot checkschannelsubstrateinfo missing
# Spot checks eroding cliffs
) # Spot checks mid-channelbars
I # Spot checkspoint bars
# Spot checksside bars
Count of point bars
Navigation
Count of culverts
Count of weirs
Semi-natural site or not
Predominant channelsubstrate
++Spot checks vegetated point bar
# Spot checks unvegetatedpoint bars
#Spot checksvegetated sidebars
# Spot checks unvegetatedside bars
# Spot checks vegetatedmid-channelbars
# Spot checks unvegetatedmid-channelbars
Count of mature islands
Code for consolidation of bed material
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1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1 1523
1 1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1 1523
1 1523
1523
1523
1523
1 1523
( 1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523
1523

0
0
0
32
3
0
0
3
IO
IO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
IO
10
0
0
0
lo
lo
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

I

I

Appendiri- 2
Criteria,used

to define Channel Stability. Class

Bank stable where:
(BEisum + CL-sum +-BC-sum + PE-sum > 10)
Bank unstable where
(GP-sum + EA-sum

> 10)

Substrate stable where
(BE+BO+CL>=6)(bedimat = 1)

OR,

Substrate unstable where
(GP+SA+SI+CO>6)
(bed-mat1 = 2)

OR

Description of variables:
BE-sum = sum of bedrock bank substrate spot checks
CL-sum = sum of clay bank substrate spot checks
BC-sum = sum of boulder/cobble bank substrate spot checks
PE:sum = sum of peat bank substrate spot checks
GP-sum = sum of gravel/pebble bank substrate spotchecks
EA-sum= sum of earth bank substrate spot checks
BE = sum ofybedrock channel substrate spotchecks
BO =‘sum of boulder channel substrate spot checks
CL = sum of clay channel substrate spot checks
GP 1 sum of gravel /pebble channel-substrate spot checks
SA = sum of sand channel substrate spot checks
SI k sum of silt channel substrate spot checks
CO = sum of cobble channel substrate spot checks
bed-mat1 = compaction of bed material .1 consolidated
2 unconsolidated “.’
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Appendix 3
Summary statistics by River Channel Class

2
3

15
24

19.2
72.3

13;5
15.5

8
56
9
44
10 .’ 29
11
28
12
10
13
69

1.5
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.6
1.2

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
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18.6
22;O

12.4
251.5

1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.6 ...
1.2.

0.9
1.0
0.9.
0.9
1.2
1.0

3.2
51.3

0.1
0.2’
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.1

(ACTUAL

COUNT)
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SPOT CHECKS

SPOT CHECKS
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SPOT CHECKS
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Summary statistics
classification
Variable

5

25

6
7
8
9
IO
11
12
13)

13
34
56
44
29
28
10
69)

115.0
160.0
90.0
60.0
77.5
50.0
70.0
32.5
60.0)

136.0
184.2
108.5
71;9
97.5
60.2
69.8
40.9
61,3)

132.2
184.1
102.7
65.4
89.9
59.5
67.9
40.3
59.3)

85.0
102.2
77;8
58.0
75.3
32.0
49.9
31.5:
36.11

for all sites used in TWINSPAN

IN

RIFFLE INDEX
(
SINUOSITY
I
POINT BAR (#)
SIDE BARS
MID-CHANNEL
(
BARS
ERODING CLIFFS
SILT
CLAY
SAND
GRAVEL/PEBBLE
COBBLES
BOULDERS
BEDROCK
BANKFULL WIDTH
ALTITUDE
SPECIFIC POWER
AREA
GRADIENT
STREAM ORDER

IMeanlMedian

ITrMean

4341 57.31
4341 1.21
434
2.4
434
1.7
4341 0.31

46.41
I.11
1.0
1.0
0.01

434
1.3
434
I .3
434
0.2
434
0.4
434
4.5
434
1.9
434
0.7
434
0.6
434 10.0
434 115.7
370. 11.7
436 89.9
436 14.3
436
1.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.1
85.0
7.1
20.3
5.8
1.0
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52.21
1.21
1.8
1.4
0.21
1.0
0.9
0.0
0.1
4.4
1.6
0.4
0.3
8.8
106.6
9.7
49.8
8.9
1.3

53.9

2.6

0.3

0.0

4.1
2.2
0.61

0.2
0.1
0.0

2.2
2.7
0.9
1.4
3.7
2.8
1.7
I .6
9.5
96.9
14.2
217.4
61.7
1.0

0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
4.7
0.7
10.4
3.0
0.0

17.0
28.3
13.3
7.8
11.4
5.9
9.4
10.0
4.4

Appendix 4
Discharge calculated by the Wharton

Site.no

801 21,.615

Q1;5 .I
1
7
11
12
I4
15.

0.000
3.910
4.877.
5.839
26.849
2.203

'52-l

41.770

‘7%

4.509

88

A.891
0.000
90
2.169
92
5.103
941 143;785
89

:.

,-+JTEJ..
221

(1992) method.

t

:-4pJ

7.009

‘061 0.000.I

1981

4.728 .'

341 0.000.
391.22.486
2181 37.782

631 27.823
1361

8.298

2701308.593.

289129.243.

791 0.000
'5'1
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3921
3951

8.137
1.300

5661 146.738

5821

7391 12.038

4.517

4241

0.734

604168.660

4341

7.115

6151

2.434

7791 45.146
4501 27.337

6501

1.842

8051 132.938

4911

0.000~

684113.629
5ool 87.311
18.529
504
0.000
506
1.348
501

--j-s&
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7181

4.479
719
1.984
72' 341.430
722 10.936

8401

9.222

8451

0.000

g701 29.218

867
869

8.574
5.832'

870

9.199..'

g74t 17.758

872125.276,
9781

8831
8841

8.184
1.505

1168l131.406
1175 1
1.662

1.648

7qqg
.-

9841

4.835

'202F1.065
12201
1.734

1012) .-:. o.o()o

9181

4.667

1.175‘

‘0’71129.711
9251

12501

:

6;034.
I

12941

‘a”31

9‘4

0.000

1066

0.000

'076

39.465
33.558.
6.292

'OTg
10841

..

823:
1.707

1318

5.986

1320

0.000

1326

4.455
13.529
9.215

13311

107

21.490

13141

1327
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1.101

:

‘-

‘34’1

14681

4.599

14781

4.059

11.336
‘4061 88.892

13531

:=pJ

3.527

14341

1.496

1494

1.943

149i

0‘000

13761 10.611

‘4421 220.945

‘hg7

97.709

13971

14521

15141

0.000

‘52’]

0.000

0.000
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Appendix

5

Calculation

of Stability Index

Site no River

1 Gradient
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/Discharge

[Unit stream

I

Dominant

1 Stability

253jT.

of Barley

W

I

0.0119l
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2.1531

71.751

C

I

14

.
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112

883 Gwenffrwd
884 Cledan

0.0056
0.0014

885 lrfon
887

Bach Howey

891 Little Lugg

Bro

8.184

59.35

G

14

0.0022

1.505
119.235

5.69
103.76

G
G

2
14

0.0096

5.103

80.17

G.

2

0.0022

1.778

12.66

G

14
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,
1084
1086

Ver
Small

0.0020
Lee

1087

Gypsey

Brook

0.0014
0.0083

1088

Cripsey

Brook

0.0250
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6.292

16.89
61.99

G
G

0
2

7.091

96.48

G

14

15.745

428.63

I

0

120.919

.
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1502

Par

0.0083
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